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VOL. XXXII

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, MARCH 25,

No. 118

REVOLUTION IS INSANEPHYSICIAN DIXIE FLYER I! CUMMINS FIGHTS

DIAZ CABINET UNEXPECTEDLY RESIGNS;
AGED PRESIDENT MAY ALSO STEP DOWN
MEXICAN

LAST REALIZES UPRISING IS
FULL-FLEDGE-

REVOLUTION

D

End of Present Political Regime and
Reforms Now Practically
Assured
WALL STREET STUNNED

BY THE NEWS

"Big Interests" With Large Holdings in

Re-

public Demand Immediate Explanation of Change
CRISIS CAUSES
Mexico City, March 25.

A SENSATION

The Diaz

cabinet

has

resigned.

cabinet, but nothing definite was learned' during the day. The official reason given for the retirement of the present cabinet was the
belief that It would assist materially in
peace and
facilitating the contemplated reforms. Rumors are persistent today
that President Diaz will also step down and that General Bernardo
Reyes, Enrique Creel, or Jose Yves Limantour' will succeed him.
CREEL OFFICIALLY NOTIFIES WASHINGTON!
Washington, March 25. Official announcement of the resignation
the Diaz cabinet in Mexico reached Washington today In the form
of a dispatch from Enrique Creel, minister of foreign affairs of Mexhad
ico, to the state department. The dispatch said President Diaz
reserved the right to accept or reject the resignations. Senor Creel
added that the action of the cabinet had heen well received by the
of

public aa contributing to definite reforms and lasting peace.
WALL STREET DEMANDS PARTICULARS
New York, March 25. The National Railways of Mexico and other
financial interests here, with large holdings in Mexico, were without
other news today from the capital than that contained in the Assoof Senor Limantour teleciated Press dispatches. A close friend
graphed him today that It was highly advisable that prompt explanation of the causes leading up to the resignation of the cabinet yes-b- e
forwarded at the earliest possible moment. Wall Street was stunned by the news, which had the effect of unsettling the stock, market

GOTCH DEFEATED JENKINS
Denver, March 25. Without ever
permitting his opponent to assume the
offensive for a moment, Frank Gotch,
holder of the world's wrestling championship, defeated Tom Jenkins, former champion, in two straight falls at
the Auditrium here last night. Both
falls were gained with a half Nelson
and crotch hold, the first in 17 minutes, 30 seconds, and the second in
13 minutes, 37 seconds.
The match
was fast and savage.

JEWISH

FUNERAL

WITH NO DEAD
TOMORROW

THOUSAND
WORSHIPPERS WILL BURY
SACRED RELICS
TEN

New York, March 25. Francisco I. Madero, sr., and Gustavo Madera left New York today for San Antonio, Tex., where they will he
nearer Francisco I. Madero, provisional
leaving
president. Before
they showed the following telegram from Alfonso Madero, whom they
will Join in San Antonio:
"Chilapa, state of Sonora; Culiacan, capital of Sinaloa, and Mazat-lamain port on Pacific coast of state of Sinaloa menaced by insurgents. Ojinaga besieged and short of rations. We expect it to surrender very soon. Good news from rest of republic."
n,

IN HOSTILITIES YET

El Paso, Tex., March 25. Confident that the resignation of President Diaz's cabinet means the endof the present political regime in
Mexico and the Institution of great reforms, but still uncertain as to
the Immediate results which may follow the selection of a new cabinet, members of the insurrecto Junta here today Insisted that the
insurrection will proceed-Th- e
developments at Mexico City are reconferences with
garded as the direct result of Senor Limantour's
the insurrecto agents in New York. The insurrecto junta here, however, declared today that Madero will continue to prevent railroad and
telegraphio communication throughout northern Mexico and will endeavor to capture more towns as bases of supplies.

NATIONAL BANK SUSPENDS
New York, March 25. The Mount
Vernon National bank at Mount Ver

Institution was closed as a precautionary measure, Mr. Raymond said,
in order to assure depositors and creditors that their interests would be
non, N. Y., suspended business yesprotected in the face of the suspesion
terday afternoon by decision of the of the Oneonta bank.
directors. The institution had a capJACK JOHNSON TO JAIL
ital stock of $200,000 and deposits of
more than $500,000. Its president, Hj
San Francisco, March 25. Heavyof the weight Champion Jack' Johnson was
T. Jennings, was
First National Bank of Oneonta, which today sentenced by v Acting Police
suspended Thursday. The Mount Ver- Judge Treadwell to serve twenty days
non National bank Is entirely solvent in jail on a charge of exceeding the
and able to pay dollar for dollar to automobile
speed limit. Johnson
Jast
depositors, according to Samuel W. pleaded guilty to the charge
Tha Thursday.
Raymon, cashier1' and director.

1'

WRECKED ON A

RECIPROCITY

MORMONS

PERSONS

TRESTLE

AGREEMENT

DEPUTY SHERIFF AND A SALOON
KEEPER SHOT DOWN BY

Des Moines, la-- , March 25. Dr. H
LAne, utan, Marcn 25. A cor
B.
Kelly, 30 years old, a prominent
respondent of the Desert News, writ
of Council Bluffs, today
physician
hiormon
settlement at
ing from the
shot and killed Deputy Sheriff Clar
Colonia Diaz, Mex., under date of
killed Ed

aait

March

'

says:
"The people here look upon the war
situation as serious. After severe
fighting at Casas Grandes on the
sixth, many wounded rebels sought
refuge in Colonia Diaz, but the people
feared to receive them. The natives
are making dire threats against the
Mormons but we are trying to follow
Many of
strictly neutral course.
our citizens are selling their prop
erty for whatever they can get and
are leaving the country. The mines
are shutting down, thus closing off the
market for out products. The native
farmers are not planting any seed
and a famine will follow the war.
Great numbers of native women and
children are living , in our colonies.
e
nvS
are being fed by di
of
rection of the bishop. The rebels
seem to be honorable men and fight
ing for a principle. The poor federal
soldiers are driven like animals and
are not sufficiently fed or clothed.
17,

so-n-

New York, March 25. A funeral
parade of ten thousand persons with
out a body, has been sanctioned by
Mayor Gaynor on application of ortho
dox Jewish worshippers at the old
Christy Street Synagogue, recently
The ceremonial
destroyed by fire.
wl'i mark the burial tomorrow
of
sacred relics taken from the ruins
and Is said to be the first of its kind
ever held in America.
Ancient books of the Hebraic law
and gold and silver ornaments from
Jerusalem will be conveyed In coffins
in the vanguard of the procession,
Two hundred carriages will follow the
hearses, while an army of the ortho
dox believers will march on foot.
reMgious ceremony will be held over
the relics in a synagogue and the
marchers will then proceed to Bayside cemetery, Brooklyn, where the
coffins will be buried.

MADEROS START FOR

LET-U- P

MURDERS TWO

SEVEN

police,
DRINK CRAZED FIEND
COURSE
pleaded guilty to trafficking in stolen
stamps, and turned government evidence, was Informed late yesterday
NATIVES MAKING THREATS ON HIS WAY TO HOSPITAL
by United States Marshal W. H. Mao-keof fifteen
that his sentence
months' imprisonment had been com- FARMERS
SELLING
OF OFFICER DES
PROPERTY IN CHARGE
muted by Attorney General Wlcker- FOR WHATEVER THEY CAN
MOINES DOCTOR WAS BEING
sham. The fine of $1,000 Imposed,
GET AND LEAVING
TAKEN TO KNOXVILLE
will stand, however. District Attorney
Bone and the United States marshals and postofflce Inspectors who work. FAMINE SEEMS UNAVOIDABLE CALM FOLLOWING THE DEED
ed on the case, interceded for Burt
on the grounds that his assistance
was necessary for breaking up of the NO CROPS BEING PLANTED AND LOCKED IN CELL HE LACONIC
ALLY ASKS FOR WHISKY AND '
traffic and the capture of those enFOOD SUPPLY IS ALREADY
gaged In it.
CIGARETTES
GETTING SCARCE

Thia

startling announcement last nlgnt has caused a sensation. It was
wholly unexpected. Today the resignation of the cabinet continued to
be the
topic of discussion. Great interest is manifested
in who will be designated to fill the more Important position in the

NO

SERIOUS SAY

CLEMENCY FOR POLICE CHIEF
COLONY AT COLONIA DIAZ TRY
Wichita, Kan., March 25. Frank S.
ING TO FOLLOW NEUTRAL
who
former
chief
of
Burt,

GOVERNMENT AT

CITY EDITION

1

191

POST CARD THREAT

PAPA MUST WASH
AND DRESS BABY
THAT IS, THIS DUTY FALLS
HIM WHEN WIFE IS

ON

ence Woltman and then
ward Sterzing, a local saloonkeeper,
The physician was being taken by
the deputy to an inebriate hospital
in Knoxville. The two men occupied
the same room at the hotel last
night. Kelly awoke this morning, took
a revolver from a pocket of the de
puty's clothes and fired three Bhots
Into the latter's body while he lay
asleep. Kelly then hastened to a saloon across the street and demanded
a drink, sterzing rerused him. Kelly
then opened fire, killing him instant
ly. In bis cell at the city jail, Kelly
laconically demanded whiskey and
cigarettes, and appeared not to realize the enormity of his deed.

POSTAL GETS RIGHT OF WAY
San
Francisco, March 25. Tlio
court of appeals In California has
rendered a decision sustaining the
right of the Postal Telegraph-Cablcompany to condemn a right of way
on the Southern Pacific railroad and
has denied the application of the
Western Union Telegraph company
for a writ of prohibition against such
condemnation. This probably will
terminate the litigation which has
been strenuously contested and has
been going on for two or three years
last past. The decision is considered
a very important precedent bearing
on similar condemnations in other
f
parts of the country.
o

THIRTY-NIN-

BUSY

Wilkesbarre, Pa., March 25. It is
the duty of a father to wash and
dress his little baby if his wife is
too much occupied with other necessary household duties to attend to
the youngster. So declared Alderman
John F. Donohue, of this city, in
the law today to Arthur Gould-soof Plymouth.
The fact that Gouldson was occasionally required to wash the infant
when his wife was. busy, was one ol
the reasons why he, a short time ago,
left his wife and child and went to
live with his mother. He was in court
today because his mother had been
arrested, charged with assaulting his
wife when she demanded that he re
turn home. Alderman Donohue dil
not mince words in explaining his du.
ties to Gouldson.

E

DROWNED

Seattle, March 25. Nothing had
been heard this morning of the 33
wooden
men on board the little
steamer Sechelt, when she capsized
off the Beechy Head straits of Fuca
yesterday. It is certain all - were
drowned.

lay-dow- n

n

COST BANKER $1,000
FULTON, MO., FINANCIER TRIED
TO INTIMIDATE CITY
MARSHAL

Jefferson City, Mo., March 25. An
incipient uprising againBt the authori
ty and dignity of George Mclntyre,
for thirty-seveyears city marshal
of Fulton, Mo., was crushed and rebuked in the United States court here
yesterday. And it cost the banker
who led the uprising something like
n

$1,000.

RUSSIA PRESENTS
ULTIMATUM TO CHINA
UNLESS PROMPTLY OBEYED, HOS
TILITIES ARE CERTAIN
TO FOLLOW

Pekln, March 25. Mr. Korosvetz,
Russian minister to China today presented to the Chinese foreign board,
a note from his government, demanding full and unequivocal compliance
of
CAMBRIDGE
DEFEATS OXFORD with the Russian
London, March 25. Cambridge won February 16. The situation Is very
y
the annual
sports with grave. It) is believed here that unOxford today, six points to four.
less China accepts Russia's views
unconditionally within a sta'ed period, forcible measures will follow.
The "stated period" has not been
STANDARD OIL CO. .
made known.
,

Inter-varsit-

James C. Renshaw was the leader
of the insurgents. It worried him to
note that Marshal Mclntyre was not
running the city's peace force just
as he believed it should be run so
he wrote a postal card to Mclntyre
Inquiring why he didn't stay on the
job more closely and why he didn't
look a little more carefully after the
way teams wer tied around
the
square and ending by advising thai
the officer change his ways if he had
any idea of running for
marshal
again.
He didn't sign the postal card, but
the postmaster saw him mail It and
that let the postofflce inspectors, and
United States Marshal Martin into
the case. Renshaw was fined $50 an J
costs by Judge Lewis and the costs
ran up well toward $1,000, all told.
Now the result Is that Marshal
dignity, has been protected
and he Is more formidable than eve'
n
as a candidate'for
i

.

v

'

JOHNSON NEAR DEATH
Cleveland, 0-- , March 25. Tom L.
SECURES OPTION PLACING IT IN Johnson who suffered' a relapse in
his Illness a week ago, was much
CONTROL OF CALIFORNIA
Visitors who left
weaker today.
FIELDS
the sick room said the patient was
cheerful and in good spirits but his
San . Francisco,' March 25. "JTie condition was more serious than it
Chronicle . this- morning says the has been all week. The family of
Standard Oil company has secured an Mr. Johnson Is much concerned.
option on the purchase of a controll
MINERS VOTE TO STRIKE
ing interest In the Associated Oil
company, which is owned by the
Winnipeg, March 25. The miners
Southern Pacific railroad. The Chron- of sixteen coal mines in Southern Alicle says the Standard Oil company berta and southeastern British Columis in a position, through this contract, bia have voted to strike on March 31.
to assume practical control of the en The closed shop and check off systire output of the California oil fields. tem have caused the trouble.

INCREASjSJOLDINGS

(

;

-

KILLED

AND MANY

IN

IOWA

JURED WHEN ENGINE DRIV-INWHEEL AXLE SNAPS
TRAIN

PLUNGED

SEVERAL

FORE

SUB

TEN FEET OF

IN

SWIRLING

HE

INSISTS

INSISTS

BE AMENDED

IT
BE-

RATIFICATION

RIVER MANUFACTURES

OF THE COACHES

MERGED

NO

INTO

SENATOR

SHOULD

THAT

EXCLUDED
ARTICLES

MADE IN CANADA BE PUT
ON FREE LIST

WATER

PASSENGERS ESCAPED SPEAKS AT DES MOINES, IA.

SCORES OF BODIES BELIEVED
BE IN DEBRIS RESCUERS

TO

DELIVERS AN ADDRESS BEFORE
THE GRANT CLUB, NUMBER-

AT WORK

ING 600 MEMBERS

Ga., March 25. The
Savannah,
Flyer on the Atlantic Coast
Lines, running from Chicago to Jack
sonville, was wrecked this morning at
the Alapaha trestle, three miles south
of Alapaha station, by the breaking
of a driving wheel axle of the engine.
According to an official statement issued at noon, seven are known to
be dead and more than a dozen injured, some seriously. The baggago
car was telescoped and the first and
second class coaches and the first
Pullman went through the trestle and
are now under ten feet of water.
Four hundred feet of trestle was
down
carried
and traffic will be
blocked for thirty-sihours. Doctors
and nurses have been rushed to the
scene by special train.

Senator
Cummins last night, in an ad- dress to 600 members of the Grant
dub, assailed , the Candlan reciprocity agreement which President Taft
as called an extra session of congress
to consider and insisted that the
should be amended In
agreement
important particulars before it is
atified by this country.
Senator Cummins said that the Ca
nadian agreement proposes to put on
the free list certain products of tha
farmers and he intended to propose
amendments which would put on thr
free list so far as Imports from
Canada to America are concerned, a
number of manufactures, such as cotton and woolen clothing, meats, flour,
flawed boards and planks, manufactured Iron and steel and great Implements, etc.
"When we remove all barriers between the agricultural products of
Carada and the United States," he
Raid, "it Is fundamentally right that
we should remove all barriers be
tween'the manufacturers of Canada
and the markets of the United States
with regard to those things which
the farmer must buyn order that he
may be a producer."

Dixie

x

None of Passengers Escaped
Ga., March 25? According
Ocllla,
to reports of passengers
on
the

wrecked Dixie Flyer, the crash came
without warning and no one had a
chance to escape death or injur:r;
Seven bodies had been recovered a;
noon and the list of dead may be
further increased when the debris is
cleared.

UNFROCKED PRIESTJ

Des MOines, la., March 25.

A. B.

MORE

RECRUITS

WANTED

Denver, March 25. The demand of
THOUGHT INSANE the war department upon all Its re
cruiting stations to enlist every avail
able man has reached Denver. The
JOSEPH CORCINI, FORMERLY OF orders ask that special attention be
centered in strengthening the Infan
SANTA FE, ARRESTED IN
try. Two privates have left' Den
DENVER
ver to distribute literature through
out northern Colorado, calling atten
Denver, March 25. Joseph Corclni, tion to the needs of Uncle Sam's army
an unfrocked Catholic priest, who ha3 for
d
men.
been arrested several times in the
SLIDE BURIES WORKMEN
last three weeks or drunkenness and
Calif., March 25 One man
Eureka,
was
taken into custody
iisturbance,
was killed and four others were Inyesterday by Patrolman Green, at
when a slide yesterday on the'
Seventeenth and Lawrence streets, jured
Northwestern Pacific railroad near
and after being locked up in the city here
engulfed a steamshovel and
jail as a demented man, was removed crew. A train of Tat cars were swept
the county hospital in the police into the Eel river.
ambulance and confined in the insane
ward, following an examination made
by Police Surgeon McGillivray.
ESCAPED JAIL BIRDS
"Father" Joseph came to Denver
from Santa Fe, N. M and since hi.s
EVADING CAPTURE
arrival In the city has given the police considerable trouble.
Yesterday, when Patrolman Green NO TRACE OF HART, GRIMES, ET
arrested Corclni he was standing ou
AL., WHO. FLEW COOP AT
the corner declaiming loudly on some
ALBUQUERQUE
subject that the policeman could not
fathom.. Accordingly the policeman
Albuquerque, N. M., March 25.
called for the patrol wagon and the
was taken into custody. Successfully evading all efforts to
Corclni put up a strong resistance in effect their capture, the eight pristhe patrol wagon and when he was oners who escaped from the Bernalocked up .charged he had been as lillo county jail early Wednesday
morning are stil at liberty. Whether
saulted.
It was learned last night from Bish- they are still In New Mexico; whether
are safely across the border In
op N. C. Matz, In charge of the Colo- they
Old Mexico, or whether they are in
rado diocese, that "Father" Corcini
or Arizona, Is an
Joseph had long ago lost his standing Texas, Colorado,
open question. The sheriffs office is
in the churoh.
on the trail of the
"He should have been arrested still persistently
Jail
breakers,
however,
and has high
twenty years ago," said the bishop.
of ultimately capturing them.
Bishop Matz refused to tell the his hopes
Under
Sheriff Fred Heyn was suc
tory of the former member of the
cessful yesterday In discovering a new
priesthood.
clew, which It Is believed Is quite Important, and will result In the capture
STEAMER BURNS AT SEA
of at least some of the escapes. Mr.
Eureka,' Calif., March 25. A.vessel Heyn received a telegram! yesterday
thought to have been a .steam schoon-e- d from a Santa Fe officer at WInslow,
bound, north, but; the Identity of saying that a man had been arrested
which has not yet been established. there answering the description of
is believed to have burned at sea last Roy Fuller, one of the Jail birds. A
night about four miles off Table further exchange of telegrams, con
Bluff. Table Bluff is six miles south vinced tha local authorities that the
of here.
man arrested In Winslow is not Fuller.
able-bodie-

st

util IRI0

jr

Ottta!ill GO
RWR.IL..

The war department authori-

zes

AN INITIAL DETAIL
OF 235

OF YEOGHENlAN OUSTER ORDERlALL ROADS LEAD

WHO OPERATED

ISSUED AGAINST

TO WASHINGTON

SUCCESSFULLY

E. A, MANN

NEXTWEEK

GRIMES, HART AND MILLER RE& MANDATE OF SUPREME COURT"
PONSIBLE FOR CHAIN OF
PROMPTLY PUT INTO EFFECT
DARING ROBBERIES
BY JUDGE ABBOTT

Washington, March 25. The war
department has announced that the
first group of national guard officers
to be detailed with the army on the
Mexican border will consist of 235 officers, two hundred of whom will be
assigned to the army at San Antonio
and thirty-fiv- e
with the army at San

Santa Fe, N. M., March 25. ThrillAlbuquerque, N. M., March 25. Ira
ing, indeed, is the history of James A. Abbott, judge of the district court,
Grimes end Dennis Hart, who thU late yesterday afternoon issued an
week broke jail in Albuquerque just ouster order against Judge Edward
at thev were about to start for ftos-we- A. Mann, recently appointed district
to be tried la the United Stares attorney by Governor
William J.
court for safe blowing and burglary. Mills to succeed George S. Klock.
Working with George Miller, they The effect of the order is to declare
formed a
"trio" singing to the retirement of Mr. Klock and the
Diego.
These officers are to report to t'ie the accompaniment of dynamite ex appointment of, Judge Mann not in
commanding officers at those points plosions on a circuit which embrace! compliance with the statutes, of the
territory.
April 5. They will Serve for a period the whole southwest
The order issued by Judge Abbott
of two weeks and 'then will be sucThe records of Grimes, Hart and
ceeded by another detail. Officials of Miller are clearly written, perhaps Is as follows:
the war department say that not more only in part, in the office here of the
The Order of Ouster
than one thousand national guard of territorial mounted police; but their In the district court of Bernalillu
ficers will be sent to the front. About cleverness in arranging robberieB and
county. Territory, ex rel., George S.
four thousand have requested such safe blowing, their
daring in attack- Klock, relator, vs. Edward A. Mann,
assignment.
ing government as well as private respondent:
In the first detail of officers three
This cause having been heretofore
property and their wonderful skill an J
will be taken from New Mexico, one
endurance in making their escapes reinstated upon the docket of tljig
field officer and two company officers
court upon the presentation of a cermay be never fully known.
of Infantry
Certain it is that Grimes possessed tified copy of the judgment of the
From the Arizona National Guard a
dominant personality and appears to supreme court of the territory of New
two will be detailed, both company
have been able to get the sympathy Mexico, by which it appeared that the
officers of Infantry.
of his fellow convicts at the local pro forma judgment of this court
The number of militia officers from
herein had been reversed, and toe
each state and territory authorized penitentiary here to such an extent court
having heretofore, In accordto
him
that
hide
himself
they
helped
by the department to Join the regu- In a
with
ance
the opinion of said supreme
carload of brick and thus be
lar troops on April 5, follow:
wheeled out of the city and county court, sustained the demurrer of said
answer
At San Antonio
relator to said respondents
in a rapid and safe manner.
6
Alabama
Taken individually, or as a trio. herein, and having heretofore required
3
Arkansas
said respondent to plead over
Grimes, Hart and Miller seem to have the
5
or to show cause why judgherein
Connecticut
been busy in a chain of robberies but
ouster should not be enment
1
of
Delaware
it does not appear that they made any
2
tered against said respondent; and
Florida
stupendous hauls of cash in any one
5
the said respondent having appeared
Georgia
Instance, though at the Belen robbery
11
Illinois
specially at the return hour of said
hard luck" and missed rule
4 they "played
Indiana
and filed objections to the juris$9,000 which might have been their's
Iowa
diction of the court herein; and the
., 0 had
they known which safe to blow. said relator now presenting to the
3
Kansas
Each
is said to have made $2,400, court here the mandate of said su3
Kentucky
which
1910,
3 however, since June,
Louisiana
preme court reversing the judgment
"a of this court and remanding
this
3 would Indicate that
Maine
,
4 deux" or "a trois" is a fairly profitcause to this court with directions
Maryand
11 able business.
to proceed herein accordin, ;o ihe
Massachusetts
James Grimes was sent to the ter opinion of said supreme court, and
5
Michigan
December 22, the said respondent now advising the
5 ritorial penitentiary
Minnesota
3 1904, for blowing a safe at Magdalena, court that he will not plead further
Mississippi
6 N. M., with Tony F. Bauer. On May herein, the court, being fully adtis3d
Missouri
2 3, 1906, Grimes escaped in a carload in the premises, overru'es said ob
Nebraska
2 it brick that was shipped from the jections and grants the motion of said
New Hampshire
8
New Jersey
enitentlary. Blood hounds followed relator for a judgment of ouster neve
29 Um but their feet got sore before in.
New York
.,
North Carolina
It is therefore considered, ordered
:hey got a scent of Grimes.
:
1
North Dakota
and
he
when
heard
of
next
was
adjudged by this court in ac
Grimes
'
11 vas
Ohio
with the opinion of the sucordance
captured about a year afterwards
2 it
Oklahoma
that Ihe judsment herecourt,
had
he
preme
where
Kan.,
Clay Center,
.
.
IS
entered
tofore
Pennsylvania
by this court in this
episode. He
.Igured in a
2
same hereo 's va
Rhode Island
and
be
cause
the
the
to
back
was brought
penitentiary
4
South Carolina
set
and
aside; that the demur
here and served his time and was cated
2
to the answer o
South Dakota
of
relator
rer
said,
released in June, 1910.
same
'.
2
Tennessee
Dennis Hart, who also escaped ironi said respondent be and the
5
the
and
that
sustained:
Texas
is
herebv
the prison in the Duke City, was a
2
has
Vermont
unlawfully
said
respondent
at the penitentiary during
5 prisoner
and held the office of dls
Virginia
the time Grimes was incarcerated and usurped
3
West Virginia
of the Sixth district
trlct
attorney
formed a friendship for Grimes. Hart
of the territory of
Wisconsin
district
Is a young man of 23 years and is a attorneys
New Mexico, as alleged by the relator
N. M. He was
235 native of Las Vegas,
Total
herein; and that the said Edward A
considered incorrigible and was sent Mann
be and he hereby is ousted and
At San Diego
to the penitentiary to serve time for excluded from the said office and
2
Arizona
burglary. It is natural, and to be sup- from exercising any of the duties
10
California
posed, that he admired Grimes' ability pertaining thereto and from enjoying
'
'.
3
Colorado
r.
as
a
iart was reieaseu the franchises, emoluments and priv
2
Iraho
1, 1909.
December
illges thereof; that the said relator
2
.Montana
the third member of do have and recover of said respon
Miller,
George
iNew Mexico
this trio, was taken to Los Lunas dent his costs in this beha'f expended
5
Oregon ......
last
week, where he pleaded guilty to be taxed and that he have exe
Utah
to blowing the safe of Becker Brothers, cution therefor. Ira A- Abbott, Aa
4
Washington
resoclate Justice and Judge of said disI in Belen with Grimes and Hart and
Wyoming
sentence
and
a
three years'
ceived
trict court, March 24, 1911.
35 was taken to the penitentiary March
Total
13. Miller was in the penitentiary
with Grimes and Hart, having been SANTA FE CONDUCTOR
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
sentenced for burglary in April, 1908,
by local applications, as they cannot and was released in January, 1910.
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
DIES OF INJURIES
Hart and Miller blew the safe at
There is only one way to cure deaf- last
Las
at
Coors
lumber
Vegas
yard
constitutional
is
that
and
by
'ness,
remedies. Deafness is caused by an fall and then Hart and Grimes blew W.
L. ROBINSON,
HURT AT MAinflamed condition of the mucous lin the safe la the postofflce at Dawson,
When
Eustachian
Tube.
SUCCUMBS
IN ALBUDRID,
ing of the
to $600.
Then
this tube is inflamed you have a rum getting about $500
QUERQUE HOSPITAL
safebling sound or imperfect hearing, and they followed up their chain of
when it is entirely closed, Deafness blowing, next showing up at Trinidad,
la the result, and unless the inflam blowing the safe of the Denver and
Albuquerque, N. M., March 25. W.
mation can be taken out and this tube Rio
L.
$65
Robinson, the popular Santa Fh
but
only
getting
Grande,
restored to its normal condition, hear-injured while making a
conductor,
their
trouble.
for
nine
will
be
forever;
destroyed
ing
- coupling at Madrid on
the Madrid
Amarilin
a
turned
trick
cases out Of ten are caused by Ca
then
They
tarrh, which is nothing but an lnflam lo, Texas, but it is not thought that branch of the Santa Fe Thursday, and
ed condition of the mucous surfaces.
who was brought to St Joseph's hos
much money.
Proceeding
We will give One Hundred Dollars they got
pital here on a special train, died yes
to
New
from
their
old
haunts
in
there
for any case of Deafness (caused, by
afternoon of his injuries. His
terday
catarrh) that cannot be cured by Mexico they showed up at Texico and wife and two children were
with him
Hall'a Catarrh Cure. Send for circul blew the postofflce safe getting over
when he died. He was conscious to
ars free.
$200.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
But they were not yet tired of their the end and bravely told his family
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
farewell .before the breathed his last.
Take Hall's Family Pills for eonstl business. They went to Fort Sum
Mr. Robinson stood the trip to this
ner, N. M., and blew the postofflce
patlon.
city well, but never recovered from
safe and got $400.
the shock. His abdomen and hips
About four .weeks afterwards Miller were
Foley Kidney Pills
terribly crushed when he was
Neutralize and remove the poisons had joined Grimes and Hart, forming pinched between the two cars. He
that cause backache, rheumatism, ner- a vigorous trio and this Mew up the
vousness and all kidney and bladder safe of Becker Brothers at Belen get knew that he could not get well and
prepared to meet the end bravely. It
irregularities. They build up and re
store the natural action of these vital ting $930, and a lot of watches and is likely the body will be sent to
sum of Cerrillos for burial.
Mr. Robinson
orgami. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross rings. .They missed a large
.
,
Drug Co.
money, however, which was conceal was one of the most popular conduo
ed in the Becker vault, having broken tors on the Santa Fe in this section
the
wrong door.
and his untimely end will be generThe most common cause of insomHart was caught the following day ally mourned.
nia are disorders of the stomach. Chamberlain's Stomach and liver Tablets on train No. 2 at Las Vegas. About
correct these disorders and enable
If a man can't get elected to of
you to sleep. For sale by all
fice he tries to get appointed(Continued on Pare Seven)
ll
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SENATORS

We Direct Your Special Attention to
Our Great Stock of

REPRESENTA-

TIVES WILL RETURN TO AT.
TEND EXRA SESSION

.

Women's and Children's High and Low Shoes

Washington, March 25. Senators
and representatives,
veterans and
newcomers, will flock to Washington
during the week in anticipation of the
assembling of congress in extra session to consider and act upon the
proposed reciprocity agreement with
Canada. President Taft, fresh from
his outing at Augusta, will put the
finishing touches to his message after talking it over with his close political advisers. The democratic caucus will be held Saturday to comand
plete the house organization
everything will then be In readiness
for the call to order.
Former President Roosevelt plans
to spend the entire week in San
Francisco and viicnity. Monday evening he is scheduled to deliver an
address at a banquet to be given in
his honor by the Commonwealth-Cluof San Francisco.
What purports to be the first insurgent boom for the presidency will
be launched in Boston Thursday eve
ning. At that time Senator Bourne
of Oregon will deliver a lecture at
a Boston club on delegated versus
popular government, and this lecture
and the informal conference to folwill be the
low, it is understood,
launching of Senator Robert M.
candidacy for president.
Attorney General Wickersham ana
former Congressman J. Adam Beade
of Minnesota, are to be the principal speakers at the annual ..banquet
of the New England Manufacturing
associaJewelers and Silversmiths'
tion in Providence Saturday night.
Ths National Monetary Commission
has fixed Tuesday as the day for the
hearing of the currency committee of
the American Bankers'
association.
Other banking interests wi'l be heard
on the same day.
The suit of the Southwestern Shippers' Traffic association against various railroads is to have its final hearing in New York Monday. The suit
ot
seeks an equitable adjustment
rates from points, on the Atlantic sea
board to common points in the South,

on a
of
approach
day
the real hot weather it is high time for pou to be thinking of this important part of your Summer outfit.
and comfortable
WHAT is thereassoancool
oxford? With the

YOU want a pair of shoes that will not only LOOK
well but WEAR well and we are better than ever prepared to give you just what you want. Women's and
children's high and low shoes have received special
attention from us ana this year our stock is the greatest we have ever shown affording a
much wider range of selection. Tor every dollar you invest in a pair of shoes here you get
back 100 cents in wear and comfort.
--

Rosenwald's 'Special
A

$2.50, $3.00, $3.50. $4.oo

fine shoe for women

"Ultra" High Shoes
Perfect
fitting and well made

"Ultra" Oxfords

$3-0-

A high grade low shoe at a low price

$3.50 and $4 00

0

Children's Oxfords

85c to $3.00

The best value at these prices

Children's High Shoes
Built to stand hard wear

65c to $3.00
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The application for a permanent
'
injunction in the case of Godfrey
Hyams of New York against the Calumet and Hecla Mining company will
be heard in the United States district
court at Grand Rapids Tuesday. The
plaintiff seeks to prevent the' proposed "merger of ihe Calumet and
Hecla and Osceola mining companies.
The North Dakota senate will meet
Tuesday for the impeachment trial of
Judge John F. Cowan, of the Second
judicial district, who has been charged with drunkenness and other, offenses against the laws of the state.
Some new and important developments in the Mexican situation, witn
particular reference to the conciliatory policy already announced by the
government, may follow the meeting
of the Mexican congress at the end
of the week.
A wedding of widespread interest
will take place in Washington Mona
day, when Countess
von Bernstorff, daughter of the German ambassador to the United States,
will become the bride vof Count Pour-ta'es- ,
who Is attached to the German
,
embassy.
The. biennial convention of the National Federation of Musical Clubs
will attract a large gathering of musicians to Philadelphia during the
week.
The cable news of the week will

tell of the progress of preparations
for the coronation, the result of the
e
boat race on the
Thames, the great celebration in Albert Hall, London, on Wednesday
of the tercentenary of the completion
of the "Authorized Version" of the
English Bible, and the inauguration
at Rome of the big international exposition In celebration of the semicentennial of the establishment of th
kingdom of Italy.
Oxford-Cambridg-

$114,850,000 IN DIVIDENDS
Boston, March 24. Stockholders of

the Calumet and Hecla
Mining
company, having control of the great
In northern
copper
preperitles
Michigan developed through genius
and foresight of the Agasslz family,
today received a quarterly dividend
of $6 on each share of their holdings. This brings the total amount
of dividends paid by the company
since its formation to $114,850,000.

Louise-Alexandr-

MOTHER CRAY'S
SWEET POWDERS
FOR CHILDREN,
AOerUinRlief
forFeverlNhneeat

Headache,
Constipation,
Teeth! usStomach Trouble,
r , and D eitroy
ing o r d eThnvRfPilb
at i'ntAm
Wnvmu.

Trade Mark. In 34 hours. At atl DnurriBti. Sfiata.
Don't accept Sample mailed FKEK. Address,
any substitute. A. S. OLMSTED. La Roy, N.Y.
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EfflJt

GROSS, KELLY
(Incoporated)

GROCERS
HIDES and PELTS

WHOLESALE

and Dealers In

WOOL.
BAIN WAGONS-RAC- INE

VEHICLES---,&- S

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M, Tucumcari, N. M
Carona, N. M-- , Rowe, N. M Pecos, N. M.,
Trinidad, Colorado

Try an Atl. in The Optic's
"Want Columns"

WITH

SELECTIVE TRANSMISSION

Flanders "20"
FORF..DOOR MODEL
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Time for Oxfords

$800.00
F.O B. DETROIT
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CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents, East Lns
Vegas. N.
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We Carry the Best Line of Pleats in the City
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and 145
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National Avenue,
Near the Bridge
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miles across a rough country from
the long distance did not deter Claude from deciding instantly that he must organiza
an expedition to rescue his brother
from the Juarez Jail. Mounting his
horse at the ranch headquarters,
he rode to where the roundup was in
of
progress, and, calling several
the cowboys around him, he explained
the situation and told them of hia
plans. He called for volunteers and
the whole crowd offered to Join him.
He told them that nine
and armed men would be enough, and
the eager bunch of cowboys cast lots
to see which of them should have tho
privilege of accompanying the young
leader on the dangerous expedition.
It was a determined little band ot
men that left that ranch a few hours
later. The trip to the vicinity of El
Paso was a long one, but it was mado
in
time, the cowboys
obtaining relays of new mounts at the
different ranches on the route. Arriving near El Paso, they spent a..few
hours resting themselves and their
horses before making the daring raid
across the river.
It was at the noon hour, the most
quiet part of the day, when the cowboys, headed by Hudspeth, dug the
spurs into their horses' flanks and
tore through the streets of El Paso,
across the bridge that spans the
river, not stopping at the excited com
mands of the Mexican customs officers
on the other side, and rode at break
neck speed through the main streets
of Juarez to the low, adobe prison
building. Massed in front of the pri
son was a scor. or more of police- men. Directing part of his men to
keep those policemen busy while he
performed the work of rescuing his
brother, young Hudspeth rode to the
side of the "building and gave a cowboy yell, which was answered from
the Inside.
"Catch this rope when I throw it
over the wall," called Claude- 'Let 'er come," was the reply of
his brother, who was in the walled
inclosure where the prisoners were
permitted to take exercise. In another
instant the rope was thrown over the
wall and made fast on the inside, and
up popped the head of the prisoner,
and soon he had flighted on the
handed
ground outside. He was
mount
a loaded
and,
ing a horse that was brought along
for him by the band, the fight to gain
the Texas side of the river began.
The police had quickly put themselves out of the range of the cowboys' bullets when the shooting began, but every, moment or so one ol
them would venture to shoot at the
raiders from his place of hiding. A
force of federal soldiers which was
quickly ordered out when the officials
heard the firing, dropped back when
it became known that the attacking
party was a .band of Texas cowboys.
Turning their horses' heads In the
direction of the international bridge
and sitting sideways in the saddle,
with 'their lithe young bodies beni
close down upon the necks of the
running animals, the little band ot
Texans kept up a constant discharge
as they fled
of their" revolvers
through the streets and across the
Rio Grande.
Gaining this side, the rescuers and
the object of their raid made their
way across the country and back to
the ranch near here. The exploit created intense . excitement in Juarez,
that
but the justice of the cause
prompted the rescue was so well recognized by the United States authorities that no effort to punish the men
for taking the law into their own
hands was made.
Senator Hudspeth Is at this later
day very popular with the Mexican
officials along the Rio Grande border.
He has visited Juarez
many times
since the day of Ms impetuous and
daring raid upon the town and has
frequently discussed the affair In a
Jocular way with the authorities on
that side of the river.
300

TEXAS SENATOR
ONCE INVADED
MEXICO
WITH NINE COWBOYS HE RODE
INTO JUAREZ AND RESCUED
BROTHER FROM JAIL

El Paso,

March 25. Claude
B. Hudspeth ot El Paso, who repre
sents this district In the state sen
ate, led a band of nine cowboys
across the Rio Grande into Juarez,
Mexico, and held the whole police
force and garrison of federal troop
at bay while they rescued a brother
of Mr. Hudspeth from the municipal
prison. This raid was made twenty
years ago, when Senator Hudspeth
was only 17 years old.
In those days young Hudspeth was
working as a cowboy on a ranch near
El Paso. He and the other youn
men of the ranches led wild and
reckless lives. There was nothing par
ticularly vicious in the makeup of the
cowboys, but the lack, of restrain;
and the constant yearning for excitement caused them to do many things
on the impulse of the moment.
While the raid that he led into
Juarez is not a subject that he cares
to discuss, except among close friends
at a time when he is in a reminiscem
mood. Senator Hudspeth does not regret the part he played in the affair. The love for his brother, who
was being held in a foul prison on
a trivial charge that afterwards proved to be unfounded, was the incen
tive that caused him to take his life
in his hands and, with a band of loyal supporters, accomplish his rescue.
Since that stirring raid Mr. Hudspeth has risen from a poor cowboy
to the ownership of one of the finest
ranches in the Ozona section. He
has served several terms in the legislature and will be elected to congress
from the new El Paso district that
is to be created under the new apportionment. It is said that he wi'.l
have no opposition in his candidacy
for congress. His popularity among
all classes of people is statewide.
When he first ran for the legishi
ture, a number of years ago, lie
7as fresh from the ranch and knew
DOthlng of political ways. He was,
upon the
an entertaining speaker
stump, however, and wherever he apby largo
peared he was greeted
crowds. His opponent was a preacher,
who tried to make capital out of the
fact that Mr. Hudspeth was unmarried
and had not settled down. Mr. Hudspeth answered this by promising his
prospective constituents that if they
nominated and elected him to the legislature he would find a wife before
the session opened. He was successful in .his candidacy and, true to his
promise, he took to himself a wife
before the legislature convenedThe raid which Mr. Hudspeth made
on Juarez caused no little excitemem
in the upper border territory. One
rode up to th-day a messenger
ranchhouse where Claude was working and handed him a note, telling
him that his brother was imprisoned
In the jail at Juarez, and was about
to be sentenced to a long term in prj
son for some alleged offense he had
committed in Mexico. It is more than
Tex.,
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Wobbly Nerves?
It may be from
too much coffee
Quit, and try
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AT SAPULPA
A RECORD CROWD

BASEBALL

EXPECTED TO

WITNESS MORRIS SCHRECK
BATTLE

The larg.j
Sapulpa, Okla., March
arena where the Morris-Schrecbattle
will be pulled off here next1 Tuesday
is neary completed. It will have a
seating capacity something in exces3
of 12,000. In spite of the fact that
seats are selling at prices that woulJ
do credit to a championship battle,
they are being snapped up rapidly.
Orders for large reservations have
been received from many places outside the state. The indications are
that the big end of the seats will be
sold before the doors open on the
afternoon of the fight. Oklahoma Is
being plastered with billboard advertising of the coming light. For a man
who has been in the ring less than
a year and has met only six men,
and none of them really worthy ad
versaries, Carl Morris has caught the
fancy of the sporting public. They
believe in him to the extent that they
have wagered their money at odds
on the giant hope in the coming fight
with their
and will back
Morris
money, no matter against whom he
is pitted In the future.
The other day Billy Corcoran of
Pittsburg, Pa., maanger of Schreck,
wired W. P. Stone, who Is promoting
this fight, that he had $1,000 to wager
on his man. The money was covered
almost before the Ink on the message had dried, and there weer many
calls for more. Morris is now a 3 to 1
shot in many clubs and a number of
small wagers have been made at
even longer odds.
Fight followers will begin pouring
Into Sapulpa by tomorrow and if this
city is not equal to the occasion of
caring for the crowd, Tulsa, which is
only 14 miles away, will lend a helpThe two cities combined
ing handcan take care of an enormous crowd
for several days, as both have many
hotels, rooming houses and restaurants.
Morris is completing his training
behind closed doors, an order denying
the public to his training quarters
having been made by his manager
several days ago. Morris is in first
class condition. The training he has
undergone under the direction of Con
Riley, who trained "Kid" McCoy and
other well known fighters, is very
manifest in his appearance and the
way he handles himself. When Morris fougfiT Marvin Hart about live
months ago he relied mainly upon
his strength. Now his great size and
strength are no better assets than
his skill as a boxer. He can use his
right and left with equal skill, and
he skips around the ring like a lightweight.
25
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NOTES

WITH THE FiGHTERS

"Rube" Waddell has reported at the
Minneapolis training camp at Hick-maKy., and all is well.
In the twenty-thre- e
years "Old Pop"
Anson was in the National league he
hit below 300 only two seasons.
Addie Joss' arm must be all right.
Cy Young says that Addie will be
Just as good as ever this season.
"Gabby" Street of the Washington
team looks in tip-to- p
condition this
spring and will no doubt have a good
season.
Hilly Sullivan's arm is O. K. this
spring, and he says he will catch at
least 125 games for the White Sox.
The Yankees have a great lot of
colts working in Georgia. The way
they have been showing up the regulars is brutal.
Beals Becker is doing great stick
work with the Giants and looks good
for the regular berth in center field.
One of Charlie Dry den's:
Doc
White of the White Sox is threatened
with housemaid's knee from playing
on a "scrub" team.
The Roanoke club of the Virginia
league has signed Pitcher Frank Rus
sell, a brother of "Lefty" Russell,
Connie Mack's $12,000 beauty.
Steve Kane, who was a member of
the National league staff last season,
has accepted a position to umpire in
the Northwestern league.
"Buck" Freeman, the old home-rukid from Boston, is still In the game
and will manage a team in the Susquehanna league this season.
Mike O'Brien, Jack Gallagher, Peter
Shea and Bill Mackay have been appointed umpires in the Carolina
league. Puzzle: Find the German in
that bunch.
Lancaster, Newark, Marion, Spring- Hamilton
field, Lima, Portsmouth,
and Chlllicothe will compose the circuit of the Ohio State league this
season. The schedule calls for 140
games, opening on April 2Q, and dosing Labor Day.
.

n

bout.

"Cyclone" Thompson is back from
Australia. He has grown so big that
he now boxes in the middleweight
class.
"Old Man" MoCluskey, a Bangor,
Me., heavy says that he would like to
be considered when the "white hope"
list is mentioned. All right; Mr.
was among those present
FLOWERS FROM EVERY CLIME
25. The
March
Boston,
floral
wonders of Scotland, Holland, England, France, Mexico, China, Japan,
India and many other parts of the
world, are on display In Mechanics
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Star Hennessy

Brandy
Peach Brandy

Apple Brandy
Aprioot Brandy
5

Stars

Different Brands
of Bourbon and

17

Rye, so we have
your brand.
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G. H. Mamma AJCo.
Pommery
Great Weste
Santerners'
Virginia Dare
Claret
Deidesheimer
Laubenheimer
Niersteiner

California Brandy
jmrsteiner
Imported Port and Sherry also White Port Wine
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For the Special Trade

are not treating it properly. There
on for weeks and it will not If you
take Chamberlain's Court Remedy.
For sale by all druggiBU.
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If you have trouble in getting rid
of your cold you may know that you
is no reason why a cold should hang
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author of "POMANDER WALK" and staged
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John W. Slckelsmith, Greensboro,
Pa., has three children, and like most
children they frequently take - cold.
We have tried several kinds of cough
medicine," he says, "but have never
found any yet that did them, as much
good as Chamberlain's Cough Rem
edy." For sale by all druggists.

of "THE THIEF"
T

Jo

Sip

chil-

croup,, whoon'ng-cougl- i
and bronchitis.
No bplates.
O. Q.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

And a splendid company of English and
American players in

jjj

building, where the great national
flower show opened today, to con
tinue through the coming week. The
show Is the largest of its kind ever
held in America. Among the interesting exhibits are a Holland garden,
a Mexican hacienda, a Japanese gar
den, and an India garden, in addi
tion to many samples of the best
American landscape gardening. Dur
ing the week half a dozen societies
of florists and ornamental horticulturists will hold meetings in Boston.
At the conclusion of the exhibition
prizes amounting to more than $12,000
will be distributed.
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(LIEBLER & CO., MGRS.)
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trying

to bring together Battling Nelson and
"One Round" Hogan In a

Warning
"Lookout for
gerous kidney
sulting from

A Mother's Safeguard
Foley's Honey and Tar for the
dren. Is best and safest for

Miss Olga Nethersole

Carl Morris is a favorite in his coming bout with Mike Schreck.
A New Orleans
promoter is

,

to Railroad Men
severe and even danand bladder trouble reyears of railroading.
Geo. E. Bell, 639 Third St., Fort
Wayne, Ind., was many years a conductor on the Nickel Plate. He says:
"Twenty years of railroading left my
kidneys in terrible condition. There
was a continual pain across my back
and hips and my kidneys gave me
much distress, and the action of my
bladder was frequent and most pain-fi- l.
I got a supply of Foley Kidney
Pills and the first bottle made a wonderful improvement and four bottles
cured me completely. Since being
cured I have recommended Foley Kidney Pills to many of my railroad
friends." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.

PUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
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I Tuesday, March 28
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It is not easy to keep delicacy in
.

a discussion of the fly. The health
authorities who attack it do not waste
much time in effort to do so. The nature and habits of the pest make it
next to impossible to say what It is
and does without the use of plain
English not only of householders but
to school children. The following is
taken from a "Fly Catechism" distributed to th children in North
Carolina schools:
Where is the fly born? In filth.
Where does the fly live? In filth.
Where does he go? Into the kitchen
and dining room- - He walks on the
bread, fruit, and vegetables; he wipes
he feet on the butter and bathes in
the milk.
Does the fly visit the patient sick
with consumption, typhoid fever and
cholrea infantum? He does and may
call on you next.
What diseases does the fly carry?
He carries typhoid fever, tuberculosis,
and summer complaint. How? On
his wings and hairy feet. What is
his correct name? Typhoid fly.
The "catechism" is written for children, but the adult mind need not bo
offended by its simplicity.
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south Carolina "held its own,"
with just enough territory extending
to the Mississippi to give it an outlet
to the river. Georgia included. the
lion's share of the Solid South. Geor
gia, Alabama and Mississippi now
have no trouble in occupying the
territory Georgia imagined it needed
for itself then.
But Virginia there was tne real
big state! Extending from the coast
to the Mississippi, it embraced practically all of the central part of the
country. In 'addition it held dominion,
in whole or in part, over all the north'
west.
The same territory occupied now
by the same states would have put
Duluth and Minneapolis ana ri
Paul in Virginia. lEetrolt was then
a cltv under the Joint dominion of
Massachusetts and Virginia. Chicago,
if it had existed at all, would have
been located in Connecticut. St. Louis
was then in Spanish territory across
the river wfes Virginia, Vlcennes was
in Virginia. Nashville was a "likely"
town in North Carolina.
By 17SB the government had se
cured cessions to practically all tho
land north of the Ohio. The last
cession to be made was the( strip of
from the
land running westward
western boundary of Pennsylvania
Connecticut
150 miles, claimed by
That was in 1800.
A map of the United States in 1782
has every appearance of the map of
a modern state after a gerrymande
of the congressional districts by a po
litical legislature.

Early Days of Wall Street
Before telephones imagine it! before there were even tickers to distribute prices Instantaneously, and
while railroads were still experimental, Frank Work, a big, sudden sort of
man, who died recently, was perhaps
the moat important broker in Wall'
street," says the New York Post.!
Names, of thoroughfares, which do
not change; the likeness of Commo- -'
dore Vanderbilt on New York' .Central
stock certificates and four or five
rickety old buildings in Broad street
with smelly restaurants in their basements and curb brokers in their lofts
there is little else that survives his

Lenox and Pickard

HAND PAINTED CHINA

control of the Western Union i, Telegraph he began with a bear campaign.
Frank Work was the broker for a
M. M. PADGETT
EDITOR
crowd consisting of Cammack,
Consisting of
and others, who found out
what Gould was doing and undertook
to buy all the stock that he sold. They
Tea Sets
Chocolate Sets
Pitchers
Vases
did and cornered him in Western
Entered at the Postoffice at East
Union, but he wriggled out and enLai Vegas, New Mexico, for transmisEtc.
Bowls
Plates
Trays
gaged one of the bear conspirators
sion through the United States Mails
to help him buy control of the stock'
at second class matter.
afterward. At another time Work
was one of a committee of men callSUBSCRIPTION
RATES
ed in by Jay Gould to see the conDaily Per Year, by Carrier. .. :$7.50
tents of his strong box and satisfy
Daily Per Month, by Carrier... .65
themselves that he was solvent,
Daily Per Week, by Carrier... .15
day.
though allegations to the contrary
Weekly Optic and Stock Grower,
To those whose minds may bridge were
2.00
Pear Year, by Mail
being openly made.
the gap, the name of Work suggests
Six Months
1.00
TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET REPORTS
Wall street as 'you find it in oid
Advertisers are guaranteed the
MRS, JOHN DREW BETTER
prints, before there were skyscrapers
McLeansboro, 111. "About five years
largest daily and weekly circulation
when a building came honestly by its
6; southern cows and heifers $3.40
of any newspaper in northeastern
ago," says Mrs. John L. Drew, of this
nONEY AND STOCKS
four walls, when a man was nobody place, "I was afflicted with pains and
New Mexico.
5; native cows and heifers $36.15;
New York, March 25. Call money,
downtown unless he wore a silk hat Irregularity every month. I suffered
bulls
stockers feeders $4.60(g5.90;
4
in the daytime, when all money was continually, was weak and despond- nominal. Prime mercantile paper
COLORADO TELEPHONE
western
calves
$4.5t7.50;
$45.25;
4 4 per cent. Mexican dollars 45.
respectable by presumption, and none ent, and unable to do my housework.
Business Office
...Main 2
63. Sugar 119 bid. At- steers $4.756; western cows $3.25
Amalgamated
was
tainted, when successful specu- I took Cardui, and in one month, I felt chison 108
Main 2
Editorial Rooms
Great Northern, pfd., 5.25.
lators might wear waistcoats with like a new woman and worked hard 127.
Main 2
Society Editor
Hogs 3,000, market steady. Bulk
New York Central 108; Northern
diamond buttons, when after a bear all summer. I am now in perfect
156
$6.556.80; heavy $6.556.65; packPacific 123
Reading
SATURDAY, MARCH 25. 1911.
day on the stock exchange bears health, and recommend Cardui to all Southern Pacific 116
Union Pacific ers and butchers $6.656.80; light
opened champagne nearby and brok- suffering women." Every day, during 175
6. 95.
$6.75
119
Steel 78
pfd:
ers drove fast horses in the park. All the past 50 years, Cardui has been
C IT Y- - ii E A U T I P U L DAY
Sheep 1,000, market steady. Mutof this was when black walnut furni-.tur- e steadily forging ahead as a result of
tons $4.255.25; lambs $5.506.30;
I'KOl'OSED
was fashionable.
its proven value in female troubles. It
:
riEiAL
fe wethers and yearlings $4.405.75;
Work belonged to an era. It was 4. relieves headache, backache, womanly
It has been proposed that Las
New York, March 25. Lead and fed western ewes $45.10.
AMEHICAN GOOD MANNERS
man in his office who sold his stock misery and puts fresh strength into
,Vegas, city and town, observe in the
copper markets nominal and unchangseal for $3,500 and invested weary bodies. Try it.
exchange
ed. Silver 52
near future a city beautiful day, a
- CH1CAOO LIVESTOCK .
How much success InHmBiness and
his whole capital in a company to
conwill
a
on
which
be
there
'
day
manufacture polite cuspidors.
how much happiness at home and in
They
March 25. Cattle 300,
Chicago,
A Special Medicine for Kidney AiWOOL
certed movement on the part of citi- social life
e.se
were
made
to
resemblean
manners!
thing
on
Beeves $5.206.75;
market
good
steady.
lments
depend
zens generally, and especially school
but mostly to resemble plush coverhave found in
25. Wool, market Texas steers
western
March
St.
Many
reople
elderly
more
Louis,
life
$4.505.65;
to
make
aim
easy,
They
ed footstools. , You put your foot on Foley's Kidney Remedy a quick re- unchanged. Territory and
western steers $4.805.80; stockera and feedchildren, to make flowers bloom and more
the
kidpleasant. They brighten
a treadle and tite top opened; then lief and permanent benefit from
ers $45.80; cows and heifers $2.65
fine mediums 16
trees and vegetables grow on vacant whole
ney and bladder ailments and from an- mediums 1922;
atmosphere cf a home or a
'
and
the
foot
removed
top
you
your
5.95; calves $5.257.25.
due to 18; fine 1213.
lots where now respose tin cans and
noying urinary irregularities
community.
closed. The firm of Frank Work & advancing years. Isaac N. Regan,
Hogs 11,000, market steady. Light
other refuse.
There Farmer, Mo., says: "Foley's Kidney
Yet Americans are said to be grow-inCo,, was at 30 Broad street.
$6.807.20; mixed $6.657.05; heavy
movement whlcn
This is a city-wid-e
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
is still a 30 Broad street but the Remedy effected a complete cure in
careless we do not like to say
$6.306.80; rough $6.306.60; good
case
A
know
GOOD
and I want others to
HOW TO MAKE
my
other municipalities have adopted as selfish that
building is a skycraper instead of the of it" O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Chicago, March 25. Wheat, May, to choice heavy $6.606.80; ulga $6.69-7.10- ;
they are becoming inLAWN
a permanent feature, of such value to
low brick structure which occupied Drug Co.
88
Corn, May 47
bulk $6.706.90.
July 88
different to this priceless gift- - We
which
and
Work's
49
in
site
the
whertime,
NaIt
has
.May 30
Oats,
the community
July
proved
Sheep 1,500, market steady.
see the "fresh" young man and the
30
Pork May $15.85 tive $3.105.35; western $3.305.45;
you may still make out in one of the A fool man once lost his health
July
ever tried. A certain day is usuallv
.
giddy girl, whose rudeness is mis15.87
Lard, yearlings $4.755.60; lambs, native
A good lawn makes a home attrac old prints if you look down Broad While striving to get wealth;
July
set, the latter part of April. Previous taken by some for cleverness. Also,
street on your right to the corner be- Then he straightway lost his wealth May $8.65; July $8.57
Ribs, May
tive.
$56.50; wesern $5.256.60.
a campaign extending over several we see the grouchy father and the ir$8.90 ;July $8.60.
The location of the lawn depends yond the stock exchange. Work liv- Whlie trying to gain health.
would
we
But
mother.
ritable
hardly
is
conducted.
weeks
ed to be told that the ways of fintheir upon the site of the house. If pos
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
A Mother's Safeguard
Las Vegas has every advantage for want to admit that these with
ance and speculation had become too
a
in
or
east
choose
south
sible
side,
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
bad manners are becoming numerous
LAXATIVE
BROMO
Take
exam"to
Quinine
Foley's
Honey and Tar for the chilFor
believed.
be
complex
being a city beautiful. Already It has enough to form a type in our citizen suring warmth in the early sprin
dren. Is best and safest for all
25. Cattle
Kansas
GROVE'S
E.
W.
March
cure.
tails
to
City,
shou'V.
bad
sun
of
summer
it
is
pracThe
heat
the
thought
ple,
nowadays,
more handsome homes, pretty lawns, ship. Still the visitor to any comcoughs, colds, croup, whoonlng-cougl- i
Druggists refund money If it 2,500, market steady. Native steers and
overcome by shade.
tice to "corner" a stock. It is all but
O. G.
No opiates.
bronchitis.
attractive public parks and shaded munity is apt to judge it by the con- be
$5.256.50; southern steers $4.
on the stock exchange, the ture is on each box. 25c.
Co.
forbidden
Cross
Red
Schaefer
sown
seed
be
time
and
The
Drug
may
any
sees.
of
those
he
Mexico
duct
avenues than any other New
March until May, but Mar:
general sense of decency Is strongly
Each, of us, in whatever community from
town. Efforts on the part of the citiin
sown
the
is
If
time.
Juub
better
against it, and does not pay any more.
whole
the
we
feel
should
that
are,
zens generally to make It truly a
sow
two
is
one
to
or
it
best
quart But in his day a "corner" was perbody of citizens there ia being judged
ii'd ; legitimate,
beautiful city would he of untold
oats
to
of
of fectly business-lik- e
three
pounds
every
our
or
manner
our
by
gracious
by
oats
The
seed.
a
grow
what
grass
and
quickly
value.
beautiful,, operation' it
lack of it. A soldier bears himself
o
might be! Work was , Commodore
every inch a soldier because of pride and shade the grass.
Kentucky blue grass makes
Vanderbilt's confidential 'broker, and
or his regiment; each
in his
MEKCY, JUSTICE O It person company
the commodore knew how to corner
because of his or her own self very pretty lawn. From 30 to
HUMANITY?
respect or pride of family and com pounds to the acre should be sown stocks and make it pay. He once
munity should be pleasing In word Some persons prefer to mix clover "cornered" Harlem for the education
It may be Impracticable to enact a and action.
witn blue grass, in tms case, so.v of the legislators at Albany, who reor four pounds of clover aecJ fused to
three
statute of limitations for the punish'
stand'
commercial
a
from
Merely
give him something he
ment of crime, but there are some point good manners pay surprisingly to an acre. Sow the seed broadcast wanted, and then went short'of his
Care should be taken to get an even stock.
rases which arouse an earnest pro well. The young man entering busi stand
and prevent the growth , of
to
woman
ness
the
or
wishing
young
Commodore Vanderbilt was an extest. Several of these recently have
weeds.
win
or
teach or do other work
man and had to trust his
acting
come to light, and it is nothing short husband will find
sown the lawn
After the seed
progress less hard
but he was also a dem
broker
deeply,
should be rolled to' pack the earth
of disgrace upon civilization that such and attainment surer if a
man. He spent a good deal
ocratic
1it.
-5
way of doing things is cultivat round
things are allowed under the law, says
of Mb time in the house of Frank
mowed
The
lawn
be
may
every
ed.
the Washington Herald.
Work & Co., and was never too stilt
The home is where the cultivation two weeks In the spring and at to
The other day the doors of tha
exchange salutations with the men
In
Intervals
summer.
the
It
longer
of this courtesy should begin and bear
he
might meet in the outer office
South Carolina state prison opened
Sale Prices Positively Will Not be Given to Any One at Any But the Advertised Time
the best fruit and flowers. Each mem should never be mowed too late in the other customers of
the firm. One
to receive a man who had escaped ber of the family should try to excel the fal
After freezing and thawing, the of these was Captain Jake Vanderbilt
from the penitentiary sixteen years in this. Good manners is being agree
his brother, who lunched sumptuousshould be rolled to pack It.
lawn
ago. This man had turned over a new able to each other. It means small
ly and smoked excellent cigars at the
In
water
run
un
let
the
watering,
to
be
sacrifices and involves deference
leaf, led an exemplary life, had
of those who expected some
Is
expense
the
til
soaked.
ground
Frequent,
come the head of a respected family, one another, but the result is "every
to
a straight tip out of him.
cause
roots
to
the
get
day
light
sprinklings
and by hard work and Industry had chair Is a throne and holds a king.'
He knew less about what his broth
too near the surface.
earned a reputation as a good and And the grouch and the fretful one grow
No lawn is complete without trees er, the commodore, did than the com
desirable citizen. We quote from a will be no more.
and shrubs. The larger trees should modore's broker knew.
Those with
discov
an
that
enemy,
contemporary
in
be
while
whom
too often
the
lunched
Jake
planted
background,
Coptaln
erlng his past, had betrayed his iden
in were a company such as you would
shrubs
and
smaller
the
bushes
let
the
of
course,
unfeeling
tity, and,
10
10
front of them. Strive for naturalness probably find in no stock exchange
10
ter of the law stepped in and made
HAD TERRITORY TO SPARE
in the arrangement of your lawn house today. One was Jimmy O'Brien
27-in- ch
him a prisoner for the rest of his un
3i-in- ch
plants.
sheriff of New York. Another was
completed sentence, plus the penalty
John
broken
with
nose,
the
Morrison,
demanded by the state laws for escap
former pugilist, statesman and own
Some time ago a subscriber wrote
MISS CARNEGIE NOW 14
ing from the prison. And we read also
that a parallel case occurred in Geor- to The Optic wanting to know what
New York, March 25. Miss Marga er of the largest gambling club at
36-i- h.
9-- 4
was
in
the
agoembraced
a
short
time
orig
territory
gia
ret Carnegie.'i only child of Mr- and Saratoga. Another was John C. Hee- statescould
society inal thirteen
He also wanted Mrs. Andrew Carnegie, has just en- nan, prize fighter.
What harm, we ask,
Men have always kept strange com
have suffered had a merciful law to know if each state practically oc- tered upon her fifteenth year, hav
washed away the old scores against cupies the same territory now that ing been born March 24, 1897. Thougi pany in Wall street, but n.ever since
these men? Was it necessary in these it did then. The answer is interesting she is one of the world's greatest has it been so queer. Methods and
TEN YARD LIMIT TO EACH. CUSTOMER
ases that the law should demand its and is as follows:
heiresses, little Miss Carnegie leads manners are refined. Drinking for
the
understand
Rev
At
close
of
of
the
we
the
War
the
flesh?
If
of
a quiet, almost retired life, with no one thing has gone out of form; then,
pound
crime olution the thirteen states had jurisand
handling of criminals
personal knowledge of the extrava every large and properous stock exaright, punishments have been decreed diction over all the territory from gant pleasures indulged in by the change house had its own little bar,
as preventive and corrective mea- the lakes to the Florida line and from children of many of the wealthy fam where men could help themselves.
sures. Criminology at present Is ex- the Atlantic coast to the Mississippi ilies of New York. She is fond of out Men came to Wall street not so much
tending a practice of probation on the river. But the division of the terri- door life and in this taste she has to 'speculate intelligently as to gam
that, excepting in capital tory at that time was by no means been encouraged by her parents. Ju- ble. Whereas, now they ta'k of such
theory
a
sentence which Is sufficient equal. New Jersey, New Hampshire, dicious exercise, simple living and sterile
crimes,
1things as barometric condi-5
to change the course of an offender's Delaware, Pennsylvania and Mary- the bracing air of Scotland, where the
balance
of
the
the
gold
trade,
tions,
land were the only states whose lim- Carnegles always spend the summer
life and to convert him from a
of the world, and the earning
citizen is itations bore the slightest resem- months, have combined to overcome output
to a
of capftal, as if prices might be
power
sufficient for the demands of justice blance to, their boundary limits of the almost wholly the frailties of constithought to go up and down for such
of
society. present day.
and the
tution from which the young heiress
reasons,
they talked then of the desMassachusetts, in addition to its suffered in early childhood.
Even in capital cases this principle
men played in the...tock
perate
games
is gaining ground, there being a grow-in- present territory, owned all of what
market to make t go up and. down,
I
now
old
is
what
all
of
and
Maine
is
now
the
of
abandoning
tendency
Do you know that of all the minor Was the commodore digging a pit for
law of an eye for an eye and a tootl western New York, and, in conjunc- ailments
colds are by far the moet Drew and Gould and would they fall
ex
a
owned
with
tion
strip
Virginia,
'or a tooth.
It is not the cold Itself
The
dangerous?
515-51- 7
were Gould and Drew ly'
,
In the case mentioned above tho tending from Lake Huron and Lake that yon need to fear, but the serious Into it, or
commoin ambush to surprise the
Opposite
crime, whatever It was, has been out. Erie to the upper Mississippi through diseases that it often leads to. Most ing
Railroad
then for
1
lived. The pardoning power of the what is now Michigan and Wisconsin. of these are known as germ diseases. dore? It was not so easy
mmM-'rCastaneda
New York was limited to but lit Pneumonia and consumption are men to conceal their acts, so It was
governor should promptly be used,
Avenue
not
Cham
them."
take
among
Why
should
the more necessary that they
its present berlain's
unless the object of law Is revenge tle f wore' than , one-ha11 ISfiJ Vgg!7
.
Hotel
Cough Remedy and cure your
and the gratification of personal hat- slae,'' except that ft claimed Jurisdic- cold while you can? For sale by all disguise their motives.
When Jay Gould determined to huy
'
tion over Its present western terrl- druggists.
red.;
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Extra Special Bargai ns
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OFF EVERY ARTICLE IN THE HOUSE
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These Prices are Good All Day
Saturday and Monday
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best Lonsdale
new 15c
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colors for 75c
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The Prescripiionist

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription Ailing. Every
our
prescription
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we All your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

CO.

PERSONALS
William fcj Gortner will go tonight
to Katon on court business.
Mrs. R. G. Harris of Omaha, Neb.;
is a tisitor in Las Vegas. She will
remain several days.
Miss Laura Bach of Ottawa, 111.,
will arrive Una evening for a visit
to Miss Beulaa Tillman. Miss Beach
is on her way to El Paso.
Attorneys A. A, Jones and A, T. Ro
gers, Jr., will go tomorrow to Raton.
They ere itnerested in cases In the
district court of Colfax county.
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Ryan drove this
morning to El Porvenir where Mr.
Ryan will inspect some ties purchased
for the Santa Fe from M. Romero.
J. A. Conley, division master mechanic for the Santa Fe, is among
the business visitors in Las Vegas
today. His headquarters is In Raton.
Judge E. V. Long will leave tonight
for Raton where he will attend the
spring term of the district court for
Colfax county, which begins Monday.
Mrs. J. van Houten, who has been
here several days visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chris Wlegand,
will return tonight to her home in Ra.
ton.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts is expect
ed home tonight or tomorrow from
Alamogordo, where he was principal
speaker at the meeting of the Otero
this
association
county teachers'
week.
John Joerns, clerk of the court to:
the Fourth jud'eial district, accom
panied by Mrs. Joerns, will go tonight
to Raton, where they will remain dur
ing the term of the Colfax county dis.
trict court.
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Hicks of
Chicago, who stopped off here a few
days ago. Intending to remain a short
time, have become bo well pleased
with Las Vegas that they have de
cided to stay a month or so.
Mrs. J. Frank Curns arrived this at
teinoon from Tempe, Ariz., where she
had been visiting her parents for sev
eral weeks. She joined Mr. Curns
Mr. and Mrs. Curns will re
here.
turn tomorrow to their home in Wagon
,

3

Mioue Main

We Have Just
Received a Lot of

Western
I
I

Garden
Seed
In Bulk

and
Package
From Barteldes Seed
Co. It will pay you
to see our line before
buying elsewhere.

fj.

A.

Papen

Grocer and Butcher.

I'ifln

Special Offer for

'

Mound.

Three Days, 50c

J. R. Clevenger, traveling engineer
for the Santa Fe, with headquarters
in Pueblo, is in Las Vegas visiting
Mr. Clevenger formerly
relatives.
a
was located in Raton and was
first
his
is
This
here.
Visitor
frequent
visit since his transfer to the Denver-Stands alone in her magnificent Pueblo
division.
power of, reading, the lives of all
G. Ward left this
CharlesV?.
Mrs.
humankind Madame Chulda the
afternoon for ISaton where she will
Palmist
Clairvoyant
Mystic Queen
and Spirit Medium. Your Past, join District Attorney Ward, who
Present and Future revealed with wentjjj up lajpt evening. They will remain several ((lays, Mr. Ward having
out asking one question.
business before .the district court of
Colfax county, which will begin MonAH Readings Sacredly
day morning. Mr. Ward will repreConfidential
sents Las Vegas tomorrow afternoon
El Dorado Hotel, 514 Grand Ave. at the Southwestern Baseball league
meeting.v
COURT
COLFAX COUNTY
The spring term of the district
court for Colfax county will begin
ADDITIONAL LOCAL NEWS
Raton with
Monday morning at
Judge Clarence J. Roberts on the
William Cullen Hicks will lecture
bench. It is expected court will be in
session three weeks or more. The tonight on the Mexican revolution at
'
criminal docket is a large one and the Baptist' cbAirch instead of in the
as was announced yesattorneys from several cities in the opera house,
terday.
territory are engaged as counsel for
the defense. Clerk of the Court John
Joerns and Stenographer W. E. Gort- was granted
A marriage license
ner will go tonight to Raton. During yesterday afternoon at the court house
Clerk to
JMr. Joerns' absence Deputy
Mrsi Jfarie Casey, aged 42, and J.
Lundy of Clayton will assist in carry M. Russell, aged 36. Mr. Russell is
ing on the work in the clerk's office proprietor of a tailoring establish.nere.
v j,
ment on Lincoln avenue. His bride
resided in Las Vegas but
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged formerly Iseen
living in Hutchison,
has
lately
in the wood. Direct from distillery
Kan.
j
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

MME.

CHULDA

T

.
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A foolish woman and

her money

are soon married.

0

B.Bunker, formerly a prominent
...
Q al V
n. Tun Vatraxs lint
formed
has
in
San
Francisco,
located
a partnership with James F. Peck and
Walter' dV Cole, two prominent attor
The firm has an of
neys of that-citfice in the. Crocker building In San
Francisco iailcr- - In the Central Nation
Mr.
al bank building In Oakland.
Bunker Is Tapldly" taking a foremost
place in the San Francisco bar.
W.

1

And many a man is his own boo- l
.'
Ann

y.

To (let
Effects;

Its Beneficial

Always Buy the Genuine

4lGS
f

ana

1

fa

CITIZENS ARE CLEANING UP
Tjis Vesas people are obeying the
order of City Marshal Ben Coles to
clean up their premises and the re
milt Is that the' alleys and back yards
are taking on a much cleaner appearance than that presented by them a
short time ago. Mr-- Coles says a
day is not necessary
eeneral clean-uby
as the city can force a clean-uits ordinances. It has been suggested
fhat fh' "neoDle on certain-streetarrange among themselves for a simWagons
ultaneous, yard cleaning.
nnnid then be hired by the day to
'
haul away the rubbish ,p.nd a con
siderable- - gavingj wdulft cesult in the
totat expense.
p

t

oldit

all leading

One 5ire Ony, 50 a Pottle,

FOR LAS VEGAS

Tka Roc and I nroVsl Slock
in Town and Prices That Win
in Each and Every Case.

LIKELY

BOJES
COMMERCIAL

THIS CITY INVITED TO JOIN CIR
CUIT TO BE COMPOSED
, SIX CLUBS

ON UNITING OF

CLUB

DIRECTORS
OF WEST

HEAR PROPOSITION

OF

SIDE COMMITTEE

League baseball may be available
this summer for the local fans. Las
Vegas has been Invited to join a six
club league which .will include Raton,
Trinidad, Pueblo, La Junta and Daw- A meeting of representatives
son.
of these cities will be held tomorrow
in Raton. Members of the board of
directors of the Las Vegas Baseball
association have written to Floyd
Haner, secretary of the Raton associ
ation, stating Las Vegas would liVe
to be considered for the time beinK
at least, a member of the league.
A big meeting of the local fans
will be held next Wednesday evening
at which time it will be determined
finally what Laa Vegas is to do in
baseball this summer. If the fans
seem enthusiastic and. agree to support organized baseball, the Maroons
will become members of the league
and the secretary of that organ iza
Hon will be notified to that effect.
Las Vegas baseball bugs, who have
gained an inkling that league ball
is in sight, have become enthused.
Several prominent business and pro
fessional men have agreed to support liberally a winning baseball team
and the fans say they will not miss a
game if they have an opportunity o'
supporting a team in the same clas3
as Raton and Trinidad. The matter
will be threshed out thoroughly at
Wednesday night's meeting and it is
urged that all the fans be present.
Upon the attendance at the meeting,
as much as anything else, depends the
fate of baseball here this summer.
Should a league be organized a regof games will be
schedule
ular
adopted, each town getting an equal
number of contests- - The system of
managing baseball in the territory as
practiced in former years has been
unsatisfactory, as the independent
teams often were unable to schedule
games while their expenses ran on
with the same regularity, as though
games we're being played every day.
Las Vegas, with as many fans as Raton and La Junta, should be able to
support as classy a team as those
two cities.
WIFE
DUtlES OF
A girl should marry when she

mZM
Sole Agents for White Frost
At strictly eastern prices

New Summer Goods
$4.25 for

50-f-

Rubber Hose.

t.

-2

inch

with couplings.
95c for the, $1.50 sets of Croquet.
85c for the $1.50 Roller Skates, met-

al wheels.
Skates.
$2.45 anil $3.50
$4.65 for the $5.50 New Perfection
Oil Cook Stoves, 1 burner.
$6.85 for the $8.50 New Perfection
Oil Cook Stoves, 2 burn-r- e.
$8.95 for the $10.00 New Perfection
Oil Cook Stoves, 3 burners.
$2.45 for the $3.50 Gasoline 1 burner
Stoves.
$2.85 for the $4.00 Gasoline 2 burner
Stoves.
$4.25 for the $5.50 Gasoline 3 burner
Stoves.
3c each, for the 5c Jelly Glass, tin
tops.
80c dozen for Mason's Pint Fruit
Ball-beari-

Jars.
90c dozen for Mason's Quart

Fruit

Jars.
$1.20 dozen for Mason's 1 2 gallon
Fruit Jars, t
Headquarters for Crocks, Churns and
Milkmen's supplies.

TIE
Opposite

ROSENTHAL
Y. M. C. A.,

IS.

Las Vegas

MOUNTAIN ROAD
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A

is

capable of understanding and fulfilling the duties of a true wife and
thorough housekeeper, and never before. No matter how old she may
be, if she is not capable of managing
a house in every department of it she
is not old enough to get married
When she promises to take the posi
tion of wife and homemaker, the man
who holds her promise has
every
right to suppose that she knows her
self competent to fulfill It. If she
proves to be incompetent or unwilling
he has good reason to consider himself cheated.
No matter how plain the home may
be, if it is in accordance with the
husband's means, and he finds it neatly kept and the meals (no matter how
simple) served from shining dishes
and clean table linen, that husband
will leave his home with loving words
and thoughts and look ahead with
eagerness to the time when he can
return. Let the girl acquire every accomplishment within her power, ana
the more the better, for every added
accomplishment wilj be that much
more power to be used in making a
happy home.
. At
the same time, if she cannot
go into the kitchen, if necessary, and
cheerfully prepare as good a meal
as any one could with the same material, and serve it neatly after it Is
prepared, she had better defer her
marriage until she learns how such
household matters are
performed.
If girls would thoroughly fit themselves for the position of intelligent
housekeepers" before they marry there
would be fewer discontented, unhappy
wives and more happy homes.

VASTLY IMPROVED
PUBLIC

SPIRITED PERSONS SUC

CEED IN REDUCING
GRADES

HEAVY

Improvements which have been be'
gun recently by persons living in the
section of the country reached by the
Hill-Sa- n
Geronimo
Las Vegas-Minerroad will shorten that highway by
f
miles and will en
two and
tirely eliminate the heavy grades that
and especially
have made travel
heavy hauling a difficult proceeding.
The new highway will leave the old
road at Kearney's gap and take the
route of .the Agua Zarca road past
the, Charles Llebschner place, where
it turns northward.
Mr. Llebschner and other promin
ent citizens are among the men who
brought about the construction of the
road. The farmers, with the assistance of a number of Las
Vegas
merchants, are bearing the greater
part of the expense of road building.
They are doing the work with their
teams and expect to have the road
completed before time for them to
devote themselves to planting. The
old toll road through the Agua Zarca
canyon will he a part of the new
thoroughfare.
The new road will be a great
to the farmers and to the
city people who use the highway for
It will
automoblllng and driving.
make it easier for the farmers to
make their trips with loaded wagons
to and from town.
one-hal-

At a special meeting held last even
ing the board of directors . of the
Commercial club heard the proposition of the Las Vegas club for the
uniting of the two organizations. John
D. W. Veeder, Jefferson
Raynolds
and Ezequiel Baca, the Lag Vegas
climb's committee, were present and
named the terms on which they de
sired the union to be formed. In
brief the terms are that the Las Ve
gas club is to disband and transfer
its membership to the Commercial
club. The latter is also to disband
and reorganize on a basis that will
make it representative of the entire
community of Greater Las Vegas.
The matter was discussed at con
siderable length. The Commercial
club directors, after the departure of
the Las Vegaa club committee, talked
over the situation from every view
point. Finally they decided upon ac
tion which may result in the uniting
of the two clubs. However, the importance of the move prevented any
specifio action leading toward Immediate union being taken. The directors will consider the proposition
more fully at a subsequent meeting
and endeavor to evolve working
to
plans that will be satisfactory
both clubs.
It was decided by the directors that
the establishment of a government
experimental farm near Las Vegas
would be of advantage to this community. Steps were taken toward securing the institution. According to
the proposition of the government the
city or county la to furnish the
ground upon which the department of
agriculture will erect suitable buildings. If the government ever abandons the farm the land will revert
hack to its donors.
AHl A HAREM SKIRT DANCE
Almost every important change in
the fashion of gowns in Paris means
the Introduction of a new dance, or
at least one comparatively unknown
to the western world. As, is natural,
the Orient has been drawn upon for
a terpsichorean feature In ' keeping
with a trouser skirt. This dance,
which is called "La Cherouille," is
said to have long been popular in
Turkey, Syria and Arabia. A dancing
of how it is
master's description
done follows:
"Place the right foot behind the
left. Slide the left foot to the danger's left. Cross right foot. Raise left
leg sideways without bending knee,
toe pointing to floor." This dance '
said to be Impossible of execution in
hobble skirt. French dancing masters
in general hall with joy the advent
of the trouser skirt as they say it
a ill force women and girls who heretofore have been content to be pulled
around a baH room to pay proper atWith
tention to their steps.
the
trouser skirt every movement of the
feet is noticeable. Chicago Tribune.
Tony Faust Budweiser beer is
on tap at the Opera bar and is one
of the finest draft beers served over
any bar in the city.
A man's swelled head is seldom due
to an enlarged brain.
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Superiority in
Strength, Purity,
Wholesomeness
Established:

vA

l

U. S. Government Reports,

j

Highest Award
World's Columbian Exposition.

I

SIxty Years the Standard.

Socictp notes
Tuesday evening April 11 will be
a Jolly occasion for the Las Vegas
lodge of Elks. On that date the newly elected officers will be installed.
The installation will be followed by
a banquet
The Girls' club met Wednesday afternoon at the home of Georgia
The girls had a dandy time
riding in a burro cart, after which refreshments were served. The club is
a new organization but it is proving
a successful one.
Ack-erma-

Monday evening of this week the
girls of La Casa de Ramona enter
tained Informally by a number of their
young men friends. They were assisted by the directress of the build
ing, Mrs. ' Harriet Sheldon. Games
and music furnished entertainment
and light refreshments were served
-

Thursday was little Miss Mary
Marcotte's birthday, her sixth, and a
number of her friends gave her a tur-priparty at her mother's home.
e
After the fun Incidental to the
children's
subsided
a
bit
had
games were enjoyed for some time.
The cutRefreshments were served.
bore
that
of
the birthday cake,
ting
six lighted candle, provoked much
amusement.
se

sur-pris-

The many friends of Mlsa Irene
Archibald will learn with pleasure of
her rapid advancement in her vocal
studies under Professor Zarowtschov
de Zelinskl In Los Angeles. Professor Zelinskl Is an Intimate friend of
Madame Ellen Beach Yaw, the gifted
soprano, having made her acquaintance while in Eurdpe where he was
a musician of established reputation.
The Etude, America's foremost musical journal, Is featuring Professor Zelinskl as & prominent contributor for

1

J ij

the current year. Recently Mias Yaw
entertained Professor and Mrs. Zelin- ski and Miss Archibald at her beautiful home in Lark Ellen. Upon this
occasion Miss Archibald sang many
times for Miss Yaw, who expressed
her unfeigned delight at the progress
the young pupil la making. Both Miss
Yaw and Professor Zelinskl predict
for Miss Archibald a most brilliant
future.
,'r

-

j,

Wednesday was Miss Aileen Traln-or'- s
thirteenth birthday and her
young friends reminded her of the
fact by, calling unexpectedly at her
home, 1104 Eighth street, during the
afternoon' Miss Tralnor was completely surprised but proved to be a charmmusic
and
ing hostess. Games
furnished entertainment and delicious
Miss
were served.
refreshments
Tralnor's guests were Neva Chambers, Nettle Parnell, Kate Selinger,
Phn Sands Levita O'Brien. Gene
vieve Rex, Catherine Johnson, Emily
Ehrlck,
Baca, Susie Moore, Clara
Olira
Edith Seltzer, Edith Lowe,
Anderson, Julia Sundt, Mary Sands,
Henrietta Kauffman, Ruth Selinger,
Clara Rensing, Janet Weld, Edith
Forev. Letha Cook, Elizabeth Kops,
Juliet Stern, Marguerite Fitch, Mies
Merrill, Josephine Murphy, Beatrice
Edith
Adler,
Standlsh, Clarabelle
Merrill
Papen,
Condon,
Rose
Wheeler,
Luella Condon, Elizabeth, Parnell, Eva
Edith Martin,
Cook, Anna Nolan,
Lawrence Pratt, Delmont Pratt.
EASTER SUNDAY APRIL 16
Easfer Sunday will occur this year
three weeks from tomorrow. Dry
goods and clothing stores are display,
ing an alluring showing of handsome
wearing apparel and the big dress
parade to church on Easter morning
will be a gay one, Judging from the
number of purchases that have been
made. Las Vegas merchants are aland Las Vegas people
ways
can feel that they are as well dressed
as New Yorkers when they patronize
them. The advertising columns of
The Optic describe the newest of the
new things and It will pay prospective customers to peruse them.
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NO ACTION TAKEN

LEAGUE BASEBALL REFRIGERATORS

is

.

EFFECT OF ONE BOTTLE
Crandall, Tex. "After my last spell
of sickness," writes Mrs. Belle Teal,
of this city, "I remained very ill, and
stayed in bed for eight weeks. I
couldn't get up, all this time, and
though my doctor came to see me
every day, he didn't do me any good.
I had taken but one bottle of Cardui,
when I was up, going everywhere, and
soon I was doing all my housework."
Cardui helps when other medicines
have failed, because it contains ingredients not found in any other medicine. Pure, safe, reliable, gentle-actinCardui is the Ideal medicinal ton
ic for weak, sick women. Try it.

AS TO POSTOFFICE CLOSING
Following the example of Las Ve

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

gas, Santa Fe has begun an agitation
for the closing of its poetof flee on Sun
day. It is likely, however, that the
order for the closing of all offices on
Sunday, which recently1 was made by
Postmaster General Hitchcock, will
go Into effect before the petition of
Las Vegas people can "be acted upon.
The' clerks' and carriers here feel
'
glad that they started the agitation,
however because they know that the
people of th. city sympathize with
their views

0

A Good Round Sum
In the bank gives a man. about the most comfortable feeling he can enjoy. There are many such
depositors in

The Las Vegas Savings Bank

t
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TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

FOR RENT Furnished front
electric light, bath.
Best draught beer in the city, at
Movar tell a woman she is dull.
the Lobby? of 'course.
Main avenue.
Jaafc1fer,41atshai;might cut you.
,.;

A-

bed-room-

508

0

"."53

Wi

,

And very few commenced with a big amount. They,
started with what they had and the constant additions and the interest together have put them in
possession of a tidy sum. Wouldn't it be wise for
you to do likewise? ,

.

.
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LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
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FADS AND
FASHIONS.
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New York, March 25. New modelj outing collar with Its jewelled safety
continue to arrive from Paris and the pin or links, but all these old favorNervous System and Drives
big fashion shops, which began to dis- ites are fairly submerged in the flood
Drinker INSANE
play their spring and summer goods ot low turndown collars, stiff or soft
several weeks ago, are constantly add- One can buy the round, comparativeing to their fascinating
displays. ly narrow Dutch collar of receni rea
treatment A Guaranteed Contract
new things son's cheap and plain or extravagantly The Neal internal
Among the attractive
occasional
cures
tha periodical,
shown are some very short waisted expensive and exquisitely embroiderfrocks with cute little Jackets, which ed, but a majority of the new col or moderate drinker the habitual A guaranteed bond and contract
one hesitates to call Etons or boleros lars open lower in front than the and excessive drinker and the ner- is given each patient agreeing to
because of the abbreviated peplutn Dutch collar and are on the wholo vous
who has to drink effect a perfect cure or refund the
"""" .""
K
f ;
frills that appear below their Empire more generally becoming, though they
to
from
becoming money at the end of third day.
keep
waist finish. These effects are worked do make a very long thin fac9 lock
takes away
It
more
nervous.
out in both plain and figured silks, still longer and thinner. The square
$
.
,.
A Modern Treatment
to
all
inclination
drink, all desire
and some of the most picturesque sailor back which came into favor
e
combine a
silk with a figured late last summer and has beer, in and craving for drink by neutralevidence among the winter coV.s is izing the poison of alcohol in the The Neal is a Physician's
material.
Optic's Number, Main 2.
litis
out In force among the adjus'.able
are
the
Particularly Interesting
system and ridding: the blood of Cure for the drink habit; it
tle frocks of silk which are displayed embroidered collars and shows In
of
modern
and
perfect
the poison by a rapid process of the most
ADVER1CATES FOR CLASSIFIED
In a great variety of models. One of numerable modifications. The wide,
known
treatments,
by
originated
in
elimination
drinker
the
TISEMENTS
leaving
these, seen In one of the most fash right angle cornered back may be
and administered by ''
Flvs csnts per line each Insertion
ionable shops, was in a checked silk combined with a front which turns the same normal condition he was a physician,
Estimate six ordinary words to a Una.
of a reddish mulberry tone, white and in a straight line from a little be in before tasting liqubr, so far as experienced physicians It never
Ne ad to occupy lest space than two
black, with a coat of black silk, whose low the base of the throat to ihe the effect of alcohol may be con- fails.
Unas. All advertisements charged will
huge revers and turnback cuffs .were shoulder points, and from there falls cerned all appetite
for drink
be booked at space actually set, with
of the check. There was not a touch In the wide sailor back. Or the col
Call, write or phone 321 for free
new
he
a
man.
and
gone
aut regard to number of words. Cash
of elaboration.
The straight skirt, lar mav be auite low in front and
book and copy of contract; Neal
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2.
No Hypodermic Injections Institute
moderately narrowi at the bottom and slooe to ttiA shoulders in true mid
Co., 512 N. Second St.,
finished with three deep, overlapping dy fashion, or it may have wide downN. M. All comef
The
Albuquerque,
treatment
in
Neal
internal
front, quite
folds, was fulled slightly at the high ward sloping points
waist line, the fulness being laid In covering the chest and then follow fects a perfect cure in three days munications strictly confidential.
little nlaits around the sides and a line upward just in front of the without hypodermic injections.
Bank references given.
The tiny black coat was held arm to join the sailor back.
back.
LADIES
$12
Make supporters,
per
The old patterns but new textures
in at the waistline by a shirred cord
hundred; no canvassing; material
and the tiniest of frills fell below, are being exploited In brocades for THE LOBBY
furnished. Stamped envelope for
VAUDRAY" rounding up to nothing at the middle spring. They arw so supple that they
particulars. Wabash Supply Co., OLGA NETHERSOLE IN THE REDEMPTION OF EVELYN
front. A chemisette of net showed form exquisite drapery in wraps and
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
Dept., R., 389, Chicago.
gowns. The colors are lovely and
At the Duncan next Tuesday night tered quickly enough, and her mother between the revers.
Not so picturesque and quaint in even an iridescent effect is givei to THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS
HANDLED
actress whose love asserts itself in all its power,
$90 MONTHLY and expenses, either Olga Nethersole, an
to
and coloring was another many. These materials are used for
see
home
material
her
into
She
steals
back
comno
particular
sex, put out catalogues and adver- standing requires
of
transparent
her child. Her husband finds her charming model, suitable for a great trimming dresses
tise large mail order house. S. ment, is to pay her first visit to Las there and a reconciliation
around Uie
as
a
band
such
the
goods,
of
number
er
wearers,
provided
follows.
Scheffer, Treas. U. 389, Chicago.
and
Vegas. As is usual, this splendid ac- The separation has done them both are of the slender type. For stout skirt, an edging for corsage
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
of
and
fabric
the
soft
sashes
of
out
sleeves,
are
women
frocks
these
quite
tress will have a novelty of impor- a world of good, the husband has
Mrs.
WANTED
First class cook.
even
at least at
slippers of brocade.
tance to reveal; this time "The Re- found consolation in the books he the question, but fashion,
John Shank, 513 East Douglas.
Hats covered with brocade are
little if any
the
present
'time,
gives
to
used
his
. o. E.
wife
for
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. i, A. F. & A. M
Meets first and third Tuesday
despise
demption of Evelyn Vaudray," a new
consideration to women of ample excellent for early spring before you
the
has
wife
discovered
the
communi
reading,
each month, at Fraternal
BernRegular
evenings
are
on
straw
$90 MONTHLY to advertise and put and powerful drama by Henri
a
decide
the
model
shape.
They
curves.
In this second
some
of
of
the
Brotherhood
emptiness
hall. Visiting Brothers
and
qualities
and
first
cation
Thief"
"The
of
out catalogues
for
stein, author
little coat and skirt are of one ma- light weight, can be of any shade
she wished for in her husband.
are cordially invited. B. F. McGulrs,
In
decided
third
can
be
and
the
desired
Thursday
union. $45 expense allowance. C. "Samson." It has been adapted for
shape
a supple summer silk, Btiowlnt;
Bernstein has a wide reputation as terial,
President; E. C. Ward. Secretary.
each month. Visitour stage by no less man than Louis
a very narrow black stripe on a white before the frame is covered. One
Emery, X 489, Chicago.
master
of
dramatic
It
cor
technique.
"Pomander
brothers
of
is
of
brocades
commendable
feature
author
ing
N. Parker,
FRATERNAL
and the only relief is in the
NO.
BROTHERHOOD,
would seem that in the present play, ground,
WANTED
102 Meets every Monday night at
At once, man and wife to Walk" and "Disraeli." Parker has a
little revers and sash of black satin. that the design can be used as a dially invited. William H. Stapp, W.
he is not to be charged with theatritake care of ranch. Inquire W., particular bent for adaptation, and was
their hall in the Schmidt buildlnx
stunning collar of real Irish, be background for beadwork. The flower M.; Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
cal trickness, his most obvious fault
of
task
preparation
vest of Fountain Square, a! eight
ginning just in front of the should forms can be outlined or worked in LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
entrusted with the
Optic.
hitherto. In fact, Its rugged simof gold or silthe
solid
touch,
beads;
de
'n
rounded
a
Bergerac,"
in
o'clock.
falls
cape
ers,
"Cyrano
deep,
Visiting members are cor
of "L'Alglon,"
Cv ' KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR
is urged as one of the play's the back and
welcome.
Fred Philips, presigives a note of ele- ver thread can be added in outline
dially
"Chantecler" and other important plicity,
most pleasing attributes.
Regular conciTi second
Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C.
gance to the frock. The softly folded stitch here and there.
dent;
French dramas for the English-speakinat
month
each
-"
Tuerti in
Bordered fabrics are in great favor
Miss Nethersole will have a good narrow girdle of black is tied in a
WANTED
Baily, Treasurer.
for houseApartments
stage.
Masonic Temple at 7:3b p. in. C. Ii
a
show
and
the
season
this
o
Enbeshops
of
and
bow
back
at
the
company
flat
very
composed
partially
square
Of the new Bernstein piece,
keeping. Two or three rooms and
Ec'-iie- r,
8. C; Charles Tamme, . E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
variety of them. Not only
Its French glish and partially American players. low falls In two long loops, one above great
kitchen. Harada, Castaneda hotel. little is said In advance.
tiecorder.
I. O. B. B. Meets every first Tuesout
are
there
in
effects,
Ben
piain
usual
striped
than
the
for
the
his
rather
otfier,
proGreet, distinguished
title is "La Bercaii," wmpn uieu
si'ks with checked borders, bands in LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYAL
of the month in the vestry
of
ends.
duction
sash
day
his
"was
proand
"Everyman"
and
it
"The
Fold,"
literally,
motand
Persian
rooms
designs,
in
One
of Temple Montefiore at i
noticeable
exquisite
of
the
the
coarocawith
things
Shakespearian company, represented
ARCH MASONS Regular
duced at the Gymnase in Paris
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers ars
In each
Liebler and company In the staging present spring displays is the fulness tled flowered effects that are decidfirst
Monday
Uoq
success.
FOK SALE
eggs. Blue great
inivted. Isaac
of the play, and personally superin- which has crept into some of the edly, new. These silks come excepcordially
month at Maaonlo Temple,
Appel.
Evelyn Is a woman of refinemenr,
rihbon stock. Inquire Mrs. E. Mar-cottChas. Greenclay,
'Walter
7:30 p. m. J. A.
Ed- most Interesting of the new models. tionally wide, so that the question
who
President;
the
tended
at
man
a
of
production.
brute
to
a
lw married
solved.
For
of
is
the skirt
practically
The narrowest and stralghtest of truly
H. P.; Chas. H.
is totally absorbed In his busi- wards, Frankly n Roberts, Wallace smart
tailored skirts is not so exag- very tall women the yoke effect now
Mrs.
the
Secretary.
Sporleder,
Erskine,
Margaret
upon
Campbell,
appears
KNIGKT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
FOR SALE S. C. black Minoroha ness. A novelist
comes to the rescue.
hus- George Barnum, Maud Hosford, and gerated as it has been and in many
of
the
to
the
disgust
NO. 804 Meets second ano fourth
F.
and,
O. E
2.
NO.
in
stage,
CHAPTER
used
eggs, $1.00 per setting. J.
to
RANSFORD
much
are
be
Buttons
severe
costumes
the
of
the less
'
frocks-MoldIn O. R. C. ha!L Ploneei
band casta his wife adrift, giving her Nellie Malcolm are the leading ones skirts,
Thursday
Thurs
summer
and
fourth
and
second
S. Meets
though straight of line, are let trimming spring
a year in which to lose what he calls- mentioned for Misa Nethersole's
building.
Mrs.
and
Agsatin
with
VlsiUsg members are cor
covered
Masonic
in
lace,
Temple.
into
with
the waistline
days
slight shirring
shatdially Invited. W. a. Tipton, Q. K..
FOR 'SALE Buff Plymouth Rock her illusions. Her illusions are
nes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron; Tho
or little plaits and are not gathered velvet, crocheted buttons, enameled
E. P. MackeL F. S.
mas B. Bo wen, Worthy Patron;
Into any band toward the bottom. disks and all kinds of .unusual combaby chicks, $14.00 per 100. Money
FOR
FIGHTERS
BUSY
WEEK
must accompany order. Mrs. MagCOMFORTING WORDS
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary, I. O. O.
The short, large waist makes this binations of materials are in vogue.
F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. 1
New York, March 25. The pugilis arrangement admirable, the fulness
Large and small turbans of supple
gie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan, R 2.
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street,
Meets every Monday evening at
In
Household tic calendar for the coming week pro providing
approximately
straight straw, handmade, are being shown
Many an East Las Vegas
their hall on Sixth street. All visit
NO.
1,
LODGE
DORADO
vides for many choice bouts that will lines from girdle to hips and allow the shops. ,The crowns are high and EL
Will Find Them So
Ing Brethren cordially invited to atMeets
PYTHIAS
OF
KNIGHTS
To have the pains and aches of a attract the attention of fight follow
ing for the hip curve. Some of the the trimming makes them more so.
eventend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T.
every
Monday
dis
are
also
silk
of
bonnets
Small
FOR RENT Two room furnished bad back removed; to be entirely free ers through the country. Among the new skirts go further in the matter
in Castle Hall.
Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secreing
of
Vic
disor
are
the
contests
the
which
in
early
are
played.
They
of
at
th3
finished
fulness
and
champions
from annoying, dangerous urinary
house. 921 Lincoln Avenue.
are
tary; W. E. Oites, treasurer; C. V.
Knights
Visiting
Is
brim
will engage will be bottom by deep plaited flounces. The torian shape. The
"scooped'
orders Is enougb to make any kidney
Invited.
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
close-fittincordially
crowns
and
a
between
this
Abe
how
Draped
very
go
tell
To
Attell, early Victorian period has supplied
FOR RENT Modern furnished flat. sufferer grateful.
r,
Charles E.
the back are used.
toward
and
the
about
projecting
of
frocks
featherweight
for
champion,
hints
the
the
LAS
can
be
pres
VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODbrought
many
511 Ninth street.
great change
Chancellor
These full, soft crowns allow for the
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
will prove comforting words to hun- Frankie Burns of New Jersey, which ent fashion.
Commander; Harry
will be staged Friday night in the
Meets the second and fourth Tues- Openwork embroidery on sheer present mode of hairdressing.
dreds of East Las Vegas readers.
features
Martin, Keeper of
one
will
of
the
The
sash
be
arena
of
club
the
National
Sporting
linen or muslin Is used even In com
H. A. Seelinger, 307 Grand Ave.,
days of each month in the W. O. W.
Seal.
and
Records
"In in this city. At San Francisco on bination with delicate silks for even this spring. Some are placed very
hall at 8 p. m. C. Clay, Venerable
East Las Vegas, N. M., says:
the same night Ad Wolgast and An ing wear, and veiled with chiffon high at the back.
PERSONAL
Consul; Geo, Laemmle, Clerk. VisJanuary, 1907, I gave a public state ton
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
La Grave, "the Buchertown ter serves as foundation for pretty and
SECRETS FOR WOMEN Send 2c ment in favor of Doan's Kidney Pills
iting neighbors are cordially
a
will
mix
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
it up in twenty-rounserviceable afternoon frocks, while
stamp for catalog of Special Rub- to the effect that I had procured thi ror,"
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world, Is
this they squirted nitroglycerine, us- unublo to throw off the smoking hab- thoughtful few reformers and pa known wherever a mining
dren and Sabbath school every Satur- among his subjects, King James sum
voln has
copper
ing an atomlzor of exquisite make. it, all others wero given a stated term trlots who reulle China Is doomed tc been located, and bus burrowed into
moned a conference of learned men,
day morning at 10 o'clock.
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J
If
to
the
world's
serf
g
the
drug
Homo time
os much as half a pint within which to break off. If at the
TRIO OF YEGGEMEN
tho earth from Aluska to the Andes.
theologians and Bible students, which
on sapping the strength of the peo
would thus be shot Into the crevices end of the term thoy wore
convened at Hampton court, in the
He, with the help of Hchwnb and n
Greed versus patriotism It Is
ple1604.
or tho door. Then they would attach they were obliged to resign.
coterie of financiers, put Groenwater
king's presence, on January 14,
from
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public
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soap for washing flannels,
major part of his life to tho desort
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Ruffed Rice

LOCALHEWS"

GUARANTEED
GARDEN HOSE

5-P- LY

at Long's

and

Parisian

block hats.

C3

aI

cleaners

The Same as in the Packages and at a Lower
Price You Can Buy Any Amount at

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUST
1

0

CALL ON US

tell

Choice Colorado Spring Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed

We give absolutely free one
NEW- - STYLE ASBESTOS

BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of our PRIDE FLOUR

Las Vegas Roller Mills
131

ESTABLISHED 1870

First National Rank
of

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
-

-

Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Mrs. Davis, ladies' tailored and fan
1017 Tilden.
oy gowns.
Telephone
Main 357.

Automobile, carriage and sign
painting by a practical painter, 429
Grand avenue-- .

Ladles' work a specialty. All work
promptly attended to- Parisian Cleaners, under new management. 'Phone
-

An enthusiastic meeting was held
Turkey dinner at White Kitchen
last
evening in the Fraternal BrotherSunday. Service begins at 11:30.
Come early. Dinner 25c. Special din- hood hall by the Las Vegas dam of
the Independent Order of Beavers.
ner Sunday evening.
The committee on
and incorthe
that
incorporaFor Sale or Rent A complete out poration reported
fit moving picture show, including tion papers are ready for filing. As
grand piano. D. Winternitz or Cal- soon as the dam has been incorporated, which likely will be in the next
houn, agent, Douglas avenue.
few days, it will be able to go ahead
Manuel A. Sanchez yesterday after- and secure a lease on club quarters.
noon applied at the court house for The home committee has several desunder construction
$2 as founty on a coyote killed by irable locations
him near his home in Sanchez, N- - M. and it will be only a few days until the
iwork of furnishing quarters will be
for member
The Rt. Rev. J. Mills Kendrick, begun. Applications
In
are
regularly and the
coming
bishop of New Mexico, will adminis- ship
ter the Apostolic Rite of Confirma- dam is growing.
tion and preach at the 11 o'clock service tomorrow, in St. Paul's Memorial
is given by
Positive assurance
church.
Mayor Goodall and members of the
city council that action leading to
J. A. Talchert, a haberdasher whose ward early, beginning of sewer constore has been for some time located struction will be taken next week.
v
on Center street, has leased the vac- The council will meet Wednesday:
ant room at 610 Douglas avenue, and evening at which time it will hear the
will move to the new location on or report of Engineer George E. Morrt
about April 1
who has Just completed the
son,
making of maps and estimates. Pres
One of the most attractive displays ent at the meeting will be the citi
of summer
footwear
for men, zen's sewer committee and any sugincluding the latest styles In shapes gestions its members may care to
and colors, is contained in one of the offer will be received and considered.
show windows at Greenberger's. See- It is highly probable that the meeting
ing is believing, reads an old saying, will issue a call for bids for sewer
and in this instance it will surely building.
prove true.

Baseball between two teams
the East side and West
side will furnish, amusement for the
fans tomorrow afternoon at Amusement park. Horse races will be run
during the afternoon. Local horses
and animals from Wagon Mound and
other places In Mora county will con
test.
If good weather prevails a
crowd undoubtedly will be present.

By giving us a few days
notice we can at any timeget
you a fine, fat

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Goods Called for and Delivered
Work Guaranteed Satisfactory

With the coming of spring the
company is having its usual
difficulty in preventing young boys
from "hooking" rides. This is a dangerous practice and the motonnen
have been Instructed to stop it. Many
boys think it lots of fun to hop on
the rear fenders, not seeming to realize that a fall from this precarious
footing would likely result in serious
injury. Boys on bicycles also often
eatoh hold of the rear platforms, an
equally dangerous practice with fender riding. Last summer a hoy riding on a fender narrowly escaped serious injury. He was dragged several feet. The police will unite with
the motonnen in stopping the steal
ing of rides.

by-la-

FREE!

-

Wfl,

street car

Main 35.

FOR YOU SEE WE HAVE- -

AH

HOME GROWN
TURKEY
have contracted with
Mr. Belden forhis White Hoi
We

5

smoothly and evenly around the
s,
ankle, whereas ordinary
e
made on
lasts, sag and
gape at the ankle:

LFE

I

McReynolds- - will preach
Sunday evening at 7:30 o'clock in the
Rev.

C.

First Baptist church. His

subject

will be "The Soon Return of the Mas
ter, the Second Coming of Christ, the
Manner and Purpose of His Coming."
Everybody is invited. Rev. Mr.

has been in Albuquerque for
a few days attending a general meet
ing of the Seventh Day Adventist
church. He will return in time to fill

high-sho-

L D

SOME HOUSES
FOR SALE
By HARRIS REAL ESTATE CO.

Custom nsep--Th- e
patentREGALORM
ed, two-pa- rt
Lasts, on which Regal Shoes are
made, are removed from the finished Regal Shoes in sections.
This permits the instep or "waist"
of the shoes to be made small and
nu8- Quarter-size-

half and full
come in one-quart- er

Phone Vegas 450

614 Lincoln Avenue

And

Give Your Order Early

If You Want the Best
.

GROCERIES,

BAKERY GOODS,

MEATS,

values than at our first sale. For this
sale, choice of our entire line of boys'
"Wearbetter" suits, with either cne
or two pair of Knickerbocker pauls,
for just half price. Regular values,
$3.50 to $8.00Saturday evening,
7:30 to 9:30 only.

GREENBERGER'S
See the Display of Oxford's in Our Show Wndow

This Woman Had
Decided to End

$2,200

Your
Wool Blankets
Laundered Nicely
They are laundered perfectly
our eareful, scientific method.

FISH, ETC., BUY THEM OF THE

&

SON.

'

Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store
NOTHING

BETTER TO BE HAD

Hunting or fishing is prohibited after this date on the property of this
company which Includes the Kroenig
lakes. Lake Isabel and Lake Montoya,
formerly owned by the Placlta Ranch
company.
TEN LAKES LAND CO.
Sat
Onava, N. M.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera bar. Served from barrels on the bar.

WE ALWAYS

HAVE THE BEST OF EVERYTHING EATABLE

They Look Good
They Taste Good
.
n
They are Good

GROCER.

ET US Send for your fern dish and fill it.
We are well prepared to do thlsj with a
fine lot of Asparagus, Plumosus flowering
and Rex Begonias, Mosses, Ivies, etc.

& Son
Onion
Perry
t
.

f Store

Phone Main

462

Ranch Phone

276.

It

All

. When she espied the Hoosier
sign in our store windows. She
purchased a Hoosier Kitchen
Cabinet Her house work is
no longer an arduous task to
her, and she is now Queen of
Joy Gentle reader a dollar a
week will put a Hocoier Kitchen Cabinet in your home.

J.

JOHNSON

C.
'

'Complete Furnishers

v--f

SON

&

the Home'

'

by

They are washed in pure,
soft water and only specially
prepared woolen aoap is used
to clean them.
This process makes them as
clean and sweet as when new,
it does not shrink them nor
run the colors in the border. v
We dry them in a germ proof
room and finish them so the
nap is made as long and soft
aa when new.

Pure Ice M anufactur e d
From Distilled Water1
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MeJn 227.

Retail Prices:

2,000 lbs., or.'rriB'ri

each delivery, 20c
lbs., each delivery,
200
lbs., each delivery,
5l lbs., to 200 lbsn each delivery
Lest tharii50 lbs., each delivery,

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

1,000

Phone Main 81.

lb., to 2,000
lbs., toj,000

per

100 lbs.

25c per 10 lb.
30c per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 lbs.
50c per 100 lb.

'

SPECIAL SALE

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity
made Las Vegas famous. Office
lasting qualities of
Douglas Avenue.

ON
Sweet

Pickled

Apricots
Crabapples

Ferndell

Also

Griffin's

Peaches

SCREENED
Anthracite Coal, all' sizes.
.'
'!

Figs

Extras

T01

Wholesale
fnign0rn
(IpQjJCUlJ and Retail

-

POULTRY

yet our Regals cost you no more than ordinary shoes!

facing Lincoln

Park

shoes until the following

ar

AG UA PURA COMPANY

Our second "After Supper Sale" Saturday evening, 7:30 to '9:30. Better

I. H. STEARNS

ready-to-we-

and Bath, 2
lots, north 11th st. $1,800

NOTICE

FOR EASIER

snd

Custom Styles Re'gTil Ox
fords reproduce the latest, correct
custom styles, not found in other
season.

on lot and
north
5th street,
half,
.$1,000
only

DON'T FORGET

land Turkeys

Re-ga- ls

er

and Bath; 7th
street, on 2 lots,
close in
..
$2,500

including
his Sunday engagements,
the men's meeting at the Y. M. C. A.
at 4 o'clock.

E. ROSENWALD

sfee,

sizes in b.tween.
This double number ot ' fittmes
insures ca cxuJ. f.l Lr every bet.
three-quart-

on small lot; 7th
street, close in, only $750
m

In addition to

s

the usual

,

Repair Work a Specialty

ug-R-

Ankle Fit Regal Oxfords fit

PHONE MAIN 379

Lodt 32nd degree Masonic ring.
Finder please return to Bacharach
Bros, and receive liberal reward.

E'. D. RAYNOLDS,

W1G

LU D

Seats now on sale for Olga
at Murphey's and Schaefer.
If your work is satisfactory,
others, if not, tell us. Parisian

egal
Oxfords
at the heel never chafe
ot cut because they ate made
on special Oxford lasts.

Heel

fit snugly

low-cut-

Lunch every morning at 10 o'clock
at Long's Buffet.

35c Per lb.

Phone Main

REGtL tbjCFORDS

COUPLED

Old Crow sold over the bar
EuffeC
We clean

FREE!

;

!

at Nolette's barber

No long watts
shop.

IN BULK

. Phone Main 193 or Main 194

Exclusive Features of Our

,'J

in

Foot of

d.
Main

vs.

cS&

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling:.

corwon

St.

Peeled Apricots
Cherries
and Plums

LUMP

Phono Main 21

Pears

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)
P. S.

It will pay you to look at them

Frank Revell,
CONTRACTOR

and BUILDER

Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
Building Job Work a Specialty,
Phone Main '331

T (W M HM CJpg

E8-:-

AT

Opposite Optic.

Famous Shoes for Klen
NOT Shoestrong-- ; but strong- on
That's because we sell
Dress Shoes.. Manx' styles, newest
models, Splendid quality at prices lower
than you'd think, alter you've seen the shoes.
" ' !'
See them today! '"
-

WE'RE

Bos-toni- an

$3.50, 4. $4

SO, 05

-

At TAlGHERT'S
Next to

Wells-Farg-

o

Express Company.

